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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was commissioned by the St. James’s



The third aim is to assess whether conditions

Conservation Trust to consider a number of issues

attached to planning consents either by

relating to the spread and growth of A3 uses

Westminster City Council or by Inspectors on

(restaurants, pubs, cafes, wine bars and hot food

appeal decisions are adequate and/or complied

shops) and their impact on the character of St.

with. This issue is addressed below and in

James’s. The study is intended to provide an

Section 5 of the report.

objective basis for understanding the changes in the
distribution and impact of A3 uses on the physical

The study area is bounded by Green Park, the Mall,

and social

Piccadilly and the Haymarket although evidence is

environment of St. James’s.

also presented on the area extending to Leicester
Square for comparison purposes. Consequently

The study has three aims:


the study area extends beyond that area which is

The primary aim of the study is to compile a

the particular interest of the Trust and which is the

robust database of information on existing A3

historic core of St. James’s, an area which retains a

uses in the St. James's area which can be used

special character and has unique historic importance.

in relation to future planning applications in the
area. This is presented as Appendix 1.


The second aim is to prepare a robust
description of the changes in A3 uses over
an agreed period of time. Paragraphs 2.3-2.8
provide evidence of trends in entertainment
uses in Westminster between 1990 and 2001
while Appendix 2 shows changes in A3 uses in

“...London par excellence is bounded
on the North by Piccadilly, on the south
by Pall Mall, on the east by Haymarket,
and on the west by St. James’s Street...”
Theodore Hook - 1870

The study is seen in the context of changes in the
way A3 uses are considered and particularly the
decision making process governing new A3 uses in
Westminster. Changes to legislation and guidance
affecting licensing and planning at a national and
local level are described in sections 3 and 4 of the
study report.

the St. James's area since 1990. A summary of
change in St. James's is provided below.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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St James’s ‘A3-Food and Drink’ Study
Section 4 concludes by noting that Westminster

Appendix 3 provides an extract from ‘Conserving

While recognising that the planning system provides

City Council have recently adopted new statutory

Historic St. James’s’. It demonstrates the area’s

no protection to changes from one kind of shop

planning policies governing the location of A3 uses.

diversity and historic specialist uses which help to

to another, it is important that the character and

The statutory policies within the Unitary Development

define St. James’s and contribute to its unique

function of the area are recognisable in order that

Plan will be supported by Supplementary Planning

character.

changes which do require planning consent are
properly assessed.

Guidance (SPG) which the Council is currently
preparing. A vital element of the SPG for St. James’s

Apart from ‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ which

will be the definition of the area’s character, function

was given Council Committee support, to date

The SPG needs to recognise the uniqueness of St.

and needs. It is also essential that there be SPG which

material relating to the character and function of St.

James’s, not simply in terms of its broad mix of

reflects the historic core of St. James’s rather than a

James’s has either concentrated on the physical form

uses but also in terms of its specialist functions. The

more widely defined area.

of the area or been too superficial and broad based.

uniqueness derives not simply from having a mix

The review of the SPG must focus on areas of a

of retail functions but having complementary and

‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’, the Trust’s 1999

manageable and relevant size (e.g. the current study

competing retail functions in close proximity. For

study highlights the historic and architectural

area or the St. James’s Conservation Area) and must

instance the character of Jermyn Street is derived

importance of the St. James’s area. While its focus

address land uses and activities.

not from the fact that its street frontages are
retail uses but that it is renowned internationally

is on the physical character it also provides a review
of the uses and activities in the area which help to

While ‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ recognised

for its gentleman’s outfitters. Similarly streets like

define that character including a comprehensive

the historic and architectural importance of the area

Bury Street and Duke Street St. James’s are not

review of clubs and specialist shops. It also notes

it also noted its changing social character. The social

simply lined with art dealers but have international

that what makes the area truly remarkable is the

and physical character of St. James’s has changed

reputations for specialist forms of art. These

continuity of small scale commercial trading in the

significantly during recent decades and dramatic

unique characteristics need to be recognised in the

area over the centuries, in many cases from the

action is needed by the City Council if these forces

preparation of SPG. Such a fine grained approach

original site and sometimes from the same premises

of change are not to result in the complete loss of

to SPG will provide a more robust basis for assessing

and by the same family.

the unique character of St. James’s over the next few

applications for change of use to Class A3.

decades.
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‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ recommended that a

Paragraph 4.14 of the main report provides further

new St. James’s Policy Area be designated within the

details of the basis of this legal opinion. Assuming

UDP. Westminster City Council regrettably chose not

this legal opinion is correct, the planning system can

to adopt that approach and the opportunity for doing

provide the only effective means of control over the

so has now passed. Nevertheless with the Council’s

location and impact of A3 uses and the City Council

intention to publish further SPG there is an opportunity

will need strong planning policies and guidance to

to address the issue of the unique character of St.

exercise such control.

James’s as guidance moves forward. Supplementary
Planning Guidance for the St. James’s area should
define the character and function of the area in land
use terms. This would then complement the work
which has been done on the Conservation Area
Audits which address the character and appearance of
buildings and other elements of the public realm.
The Council is currently in the process of introducing

In terms of changes in A3 uses since 1990 the study
shows that the proportion of new A3 uses allowed in
the historic core area of St. James’s is slightly higher
than the proportion of A3 uses within the study area
as a whole including Leicester Square. However when
the historic core area of St. James’s and that part
of the study area outside the West End Stress Area
are compared with the study area as a whole the
proportion is higher still. This demonstrates that in

new licensing policies in line with the requirements

numerical terms within the study area as a whole the

of the Licensing Act 2003 and is attempting to

proportion of A3 uses granted consent since 1990 is

expand its powers to the maximum. Unfortunately,

greater outside the Stress Area than inside it reflecting

the possibility of using licensing powers to control

the saturation of the Stress Area. This highlights the

A3 uses appears extremely limited and the

fact that policies to control the growth of A3 uses

Council appears unwise to consider relying on

in the West End Stress Area are placing enormous

licensing policies to control matters of relevance

pressures on the St. James’s area. Unfortunately, as

to planning. Counsel has advised the St. James’s

highlighted below, revised policies do not adequately

Conservation Trust that Westminster’s draft policies,

address this concern. Consequently the growth of A3

if implemented, can be successfully challenged in the

uses has led to a dramatic and immediate threat to the

Courts because they are ultra vires.

character of the St. James’s area.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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Evidence of the gain in A3 floorspace in the historic

accordance with the aims of the UDP for the CAZ’

core of St. James’s since 1990 shows that of the 12

and that the level of activity outside the proposed

approvals 3 were small according to the classification

A3 uses ‘would not be inconsistent with the comings

in the replacement UDP; 3 were medium and 6 were

and goings of people from the well established

large. New A3 uses were created from a variety of

clubs within the vicinity’. In relation to the latter

previous uses including retail (A1), financial and

property the Inspector notes that ‘The St. James’s

professional services (A2) and general office uses

Conservation Trust is concerned about the saturation

(B1). The data also shows the great variation in the

of A3 uses in the area and argues that the proposal

number of A3 applications in the study area between

would detract from the dignified character of the

12 in 1996 and 0 in 2003. In overall terms the picture

area. I recognise the importance of these concerns

changes quite dramatically after 1999 when the

but I consider that they are misplaced in the present

number of applications in total and the number of

case.’ He continues ‘…although parts of the Central

approvals fell. It is possible that this change reflects

Activities Zone clearly do have a concentration of A3

the introduction of new A3 interim policies in 2000

uses, I do not consider that this is the case in this part

and a change in the perception of the character of

of the area.’ Clearly the City Council needs stronger

the area.

planning policies and guidance if it is to successfully



as the impacts of A3 uses have become
of increasing concern the number and
complexityof conditions has increased; of
conditions has increased;



planning conditions cannot relate to matters
which are covered by other legislation and
therefore some issues relating to management
and operation of restaurants are controlled
through licensing powers;



the City Council should continuously monitor
whether its planning conditions are effective
by monitoring premises rather than by solely
responding to alleged breaches of planning
control reported by the public;



anecdotal evidence has been provided which
demonstrates that parties at venues in St.
James's have a detrimental impact on the local
area by reason of restrictions to pedestrian
movement, the behaviour of 'security' people
in managing crowds, noise from guests and
traffic disruption. Other anti-social behaviour
witnessed in St. James's includes street
urination and vomiting;



planning controls provide the primary means
of regulating A3 uses while the powers to be
exercised through licensing controls under the
new legislative regime can be expected to be
limited;

withstand further A3 uses in the St. James’s area.
While the Council has attempted to restrict the
growth of A3 uses in St. James’s through refusing

The review of published material, planning conditions

planning applications, Inspectors have not supported

and site survey work has resulted in the following

this stance. Evidence from appeal decisions in

conclusions:

relation to Just St. James (12 St. James’s Street) and
7-8 Bennet Street demonstrate that Inspectors do
not believe that the St. James’s area is saturated
with A3 uses. In the case of the former the Inspector
concluded ‘that the proposed A3 uses would be in
Page 8 St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study



conditions generally relate to physical works
and the environmental impact of the use
and are generally applied in accordance with
Government guidance;

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S








the City Council should review the use of
planning conditions in relation to A3 uses and
should further restrict opening hours in order
to protect residential amenity;

‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ sets out the
elements which makes the St. James’s area special.
It states ‘…the core area of St. James’s retains

A3 premises should be required to display
planning conditions in a way which is
comparable to the display of licensing
conditions. In this way it will be easier for
interested parties to monitor condition
compliance and advise Council officers of any
breaches;

a mutually supporting blend of historic layout,

A3 premises which host events which result in
over 50% of their capacity being for a single
booking should be required to register the
event with the City Council. In this way the
management of the premises at a time of
particular stress can be closely monitored;

threat from the growth in A3 uses. The growth

while planning appeals such as those relating
to 7-8 Bennet Street and Just St. James have
demonstrated the City Council's intention
to prevent the unacceptable growth of
entertainment uses in St. James's they have
also revealed a lack of robust evidence and
effective policies to defend that position. The
material contained within this study should
assist in relation to the former while the new
SPG must provide the basis of the latter.

mixed specialist uses and buildings whose origins
remain relevant to today’s central London activities
with examples of interventions from each century
that have enriched these unique qualities…’ The
St. James’s area’s mix of uses and activities is
constantly changing and the area is under serious
comes from two sources. The first is the seemingly
unstoppable increase in the number of A3 uses
generally throughout London and the second source
is the spread of such uses westwards from the
West End Stress Area focused on Leicester Square.
The St. James’s Conservation Trust is committed to
maintaining and protecting the unique atmosphere
and character of St. James’s. The lessons of this study
should assist in meeting that challenge.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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1.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
1.1

1.2

Lambert Smith Hampton and Atkins
Design, Environment and Engineering were
commissioned in February 2004 to undertake
a study of ‘A3-food and drink’ uses in the
St. James’s area on behalf of the St. James’s
Conservation Trust.
The St. James’s Conservation Trust was
established in 2000 having originally been set
up in 1998 as the St. James’s Conservation
Society. It is an organisation comprising a cross
section of interests in St. James’s including
residents, business owners and business
members as well as local supporters. Its
objectives are to maintain the architectural,
cultural and commercial character of the St.
James’s area between the east side of St.
James’s Square, Green Park, Piccadilly and
the Mall. The Trust aims to protect the area
against undesirable use and development and
to maintain its unique nature by encouraging
buildings, businesses and activities which are
of an appropriate scale and character.

STUDY OBJECTIVE
1.3

The objective of the study is to compile information
which can be used to prevent the spread and
growth of A3 uses (restaurants, pubs, cafes, wine
bars and hot food shops) and to control their
impact on the character of St. James’s.

STUDY AIMS
1.4

As set out in the Executive Summary, three
aims were identified for the study.



The primary aim of the study is to compile a
robust database of information on existing A3
uses in the St. James’s area which can be used
in relation to future planning applications in
the area.



The second aim is to prepare a robust
description of the changes in A3 uses over an
agreed period of time.



The third aim is to assess whether conditions
attached to planning consents either by
Westminster City Council or by Inspectors on
appeal decisions are complied with.

1.5

Information contained in the study is relevant
to arguments that the level of A3 uses in the
area exceeds levels which sit comfortably with
the area's basic character.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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STUDY AREA
1.6

1.7

The study area is show on Figure 1.1. It is
bounded by Green Park, the Mall, Piccadilly
and the Haymarket. It includes the southern
side of Piccadilly but not the northern side. In
addition the study area has been extended to
Leicester Square for comparison purposes. This
area takes as its northern boundary Coventry
Street, its eastern boundary as Charing Cross
Road and its southern boundary as Orange
Street. Data presented in Section 2 in relation
to the growth and impact of A3 and other
entertainment uses in the West End further
highlights the pressures affecting the St.
The St. James’s Conservation Trust’s area of
interest is also shown on Figure 1.1. This is the
historic core area of St. James’s which retains
a special character and has unique historic
importance. However, the study area extends
beyond that area which is the particular
interest of the Trust.

THE DEFINITION OF A3 USES
1.8

The Town and Country Planning Use Classes
Order 1987 sets out broad classes of use. For
example Class A1 refers to shops, Class A2 is
financial and professional services and
Class A3 is food and drink.

Page 12
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Class A3 uses include restaurants, pubs, snack
bars, cafes, wine bars and shops for the sale of
hot foods. Sandwich shops and other premises
which sell cold food for consumption off the
premises are within Class A1.
1.9

The Use Classes Order allows changes of use
within a particular Class to be undertaken
without the need for planning permission.
Consequently a restaurant can change to a
pub without planning permission (although
planning consent may be needed for
alterations to the building together with listed
building consent if the building is listed). In
addition, some changes between Use Classes
do not require planning permission. For
instance changing from a Class A3 use to a
Class A2 or A1 use does not require planning
permission although changes in the opposite
direction do require consent. Therefore
changing a restaurant to a shop does not
require consent but changing from a shop to a
restaurant does require planning permission.

1.10 Over the last 10 years or so there has been
an increasing recognition that the distinction
between Class A1 and Class A3 has become
blurred and the definition of uses neglects
their potential impact on amenity. The
Government has recognised that the impact of
changes within Class A3 can be significant and

is therefore proposing changes to Class A3
which will come into place later in 2004. This
issue is dealt with in further detail in Section 3
below.

STUDY APPROACH
A3 Database
1.11 An outline database of A3 bar and restaurant
uses in the St. James’s area was included in a
study entitled ‘Conserving Historic St. James’s
- A Fragile Treasure’ prepared by Civic Design
Partnership for the St. James’s Conservation
Society in 1999. A further database of A3
uses was prepared by London Residential
Research in February 2002 and both
documents have provided a useful starting
point for the new database.
1.12 The new database includes the following
information for all premises in the study area:


Name and Address;



Type of establishment (e.g. bar, restaurant,
private members club)



Period of operation (both the original 'A3' use
and the current occupier;



Opening hours; and



Licensing details.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
INTRODUCTION

1.13 The database has been prepared on the basis
of on-site surveys and a review of licensing
records at the Licensing Office (Horseferry
Road Magistrates Court). Listings guides and
the internet have provided further sources
of information on individual premises. The
database of A3 uses is provided as Appendix
1. It is recommended that this database is
updated every 2-3 years by the Trust working
in conjunction with Westminster City Council.
In this way the material can remain relevant
and up to date. And can be used effectively in
the future.

Condition Compliance
1.15 In agreement with the Trust a limited number
of properties were selected to assess how
planning conditions relating to A3 premises
were being complied with. The choice of
premises was concentrated on newer and
larger premises which are assumed to have the
greatest impact on neighbouring properties.
The selection also took into account those
premises where there are bar areas as well as
seated diners. The effectiveness of conditions
was assessed by visits to the premises and
considering their operation in its local context.

Changes in A3 Use
1.14 This part of the study is intended to
demonstrate how the number and spread of
A3 uses in the study area has changed over
time. As set out in Section 4, this work has
been produced on the basis of records held
by Westminster City Council’s (WCC) land
use database which records changes in land
use over time. Appendix 2 provides details
of changes in entertainment uses in the St.
James’s area since 1990.

PROGRAMME AND EXTENSION
OF SCOPE
1.16 The study was undertaken between February
and September 2004. Interim presentations
were made by the consultants to the Trust on
27 February and 16 March. During the course
of the study a meeting also took place between
the Trust and Councillor Angela Hooper,
Chairman of Westminster City Council’s
Planning and City Development Committee,
supported by senior officers of the Council, to
review the issues which the study is addressing.
This meeting took place on 19 May.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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1.17 In order to address the evolution of the policy
framework during the course of the study the
scope of the study was amended.
1.18 This study is primarily concerned with
establishing factual data with which to
identify the extent and effect of A3 uses on
the St. James’s area. However, it is necessary
to see that information in the context of
wider changes in the way in which A3 uses
are considered and particularly the decision
making process governing new A3 uses
in Westminster. Significant changes to
legislation and guidance have recently taken
place at a national level as well as changes to
the local Westminster context.
1.19 Changes to policy and guidance provide an
opportunity for the Trust to contribute to
they way in which the policy is formulated
and therefore the tests against which
applications for new A3 uses will be considered.
Consequently, the study provides evidence with
which to challenge proposals as applications
and at appeals and also provided the context
for contributing to the evolution of policies
against which those proposals will be judged.
This opportunity is addressed further below.
1.20 Much of the context is provided from
Westminster City Council’s evidence to the
Page 14
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Public Inquiry into the Unitary Development
Plan (UDP). The UDP is the statutory planning
document for the City, against which planning
applications are considered. Ongoing changes
to the UDP during the period when this study
was undertaken provided an opportunity for
the Trust to influence future policy in relation
to entertainment uses. This issue is addressed
in Section 4.
1.21 The report also highlights areas of difference
between the Trust and the City Council in
terms of the approach to the development
of policies particularly reflecting the special
character and uniqueness of the St. James’s
area. As a result the study emphasises the
need for an area based approach focusing on
the St. James’s area rather than a broad-bush
city-wide approach.
1.22 There is considerable common ground
between the Trust and the City Council about
the general impact and scale of the problem
arising from the growth of A3 uses. There is
less agreement between the parties over the
local impacts and how those impacts can be
effectively controlled.
1.23 While the study is primarily concerned with
the planning controls over A3 uses, it also
considers licensing where this is relevant. This
is addressed in Sections 3 and 4.

1.24 The inclusion of material setting out the
background to the growth of A3 uses in the
St. James’s area and the policy framework
within which decisions are taken provides
material which can be used as part of
submissions to the local planning authority
in determining applications or the Planning
Inspectorate when considering appeals.

REPORT FORMAT
1.25 Following this introduction the remainder of
the report is set out as follows. Section 2 is the
first of three sections providing the context
for the study. Section 2 describes the extent
of growth over the last 10-15 years followed
by the current extent of entertainment uses in
Westminster. It then addresses future trends
and the environmental impact of A3 uses.
1.26 Section 3 describes the planning policy context
to the study at a national and regional level
and an overview of existing and emerging
licensing controls. Section 4 sets out the
Westminster planning and licensing policies
focusing in particular on the replacement
Unitary Development Plan.
1.27 Section 5 comments on the compliance with
conditions for a limited number of properties
in St. James’s and the lessons which can be
drawn from the exercise. Finally, Section 6
provides conclusions and recommendations.

St James’s A3-Food and Drink Study
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2.

PAST TRENDS, CURRENT
POSITION AND FUTURE
TRENDS IN ENTERTAINMENT
USES IN WESTMINSTER

Figure 2.1 and is adjacent to the St. James’s
area. This has implications for the St James’s
area because of the continued pressure for the
growth of entertainment uses in and around
the edges of the Stress Area. In addition, the
behaviour of people visiting entertainment uses
in the Stress Area can have a significant impact
on adjoining areas including St. James’s.

INTRODUCTION
2.1

2.2

This section presents a picture of the
past, present and future distribution of
entertainment uses in Westminster. It
demonstrates the significance of the West End
as a whole rather than the specific impact of
entertainment uses in the St. James’s study
area. Nevertheless the figures for the West
End and specifically the West End Stress Area
are relevant.
‘Stress Areas’ are areas within Westminster
where it is considered that the amount of
entertainment uses has reached a level of
‘saturation’. In stress areas entertainment uses
are unacceptably concentrated to the extent
that the character of these areas is being
eroded by entertainment uses. This level of
saturation and concentration is resulting in
stress on the local environment, residential
amenity, character and function of the local
area. Stress areas have been designated in the
West End, Edgware Road and Queensway/
Bayswater Road areas. The boundary of the
West End Stress Area is shown on

PAST TRENDS IN ENTERTAINMENT USES
IN WESTMINSTER 1990-2000/01
2.3

The extent of existing entertainment uses
in Westminster is considerable as will be
shown in the following paragraphs. However,
when viewed in the context of the growth in
entertainment uses between 1990 and 2000/1
the picture is even more startling. It also helps
to explain why areas such as St. James’s are
under threat from new A3 uses. The major
trends over this period can be summarised as
follows:



Rapid growth in the numbers of A3 uses, by
35% in the West End Stress Area between
1990-2000;



A significant increase in the aggregate capacity
of late night music and dance venues, from
33,000 to 128,000 people in the West End;



An increase in alleged breaches of planning
control relating to entertainment uses, typically
around issues such as nuisance, loss of
amenity, and non-compliance with conditions,
of 300% in the West End;



A growth in residential population of 14% in
the West End;



A net gain of around 160,000m2 of floor
space occupied by uses within Use Class A3;



The number of liquor licences ('On-Licences')
granted by magistrates increased by 40% in
South Westminster; and



The number of venues licensed for music and
dance purposes rose from about 100 in the
Stress Areas to over 300, increasing by just
over 200% in the West End Stress Area.

2.4

In 1990 there were 692 A3 uses in the West
End Stress Area which increased by 289
units (net) to 2001; an increase of 36% in
floorspace. Further, the average unit size
grew from 350m2 in 1990 to 353m2 in
2000 reflecting the growing requirements of
modern premises. Growth has been focused
around the Leicester Square, Soho and Covent
Garden areas although Mayfair and Bond
Street have also experienced growth.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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2.5

2.6

2.7

There have also been changes in the way
in which A3 units operate over the period.
Increasingly units operate as a coffee shop
during the day and as a 'pre-club' bar at
night. In operational terms there are also
changes from daytime to night-time operation
with for instance music getting louder and
more upbeat and consequently the potential
for conflict with other uses increases. Such
establishments require highly effective
management to minimise their impact on local
amenities, particularly when involving eating
outdoors which has been another significant
growth area in recent years.
The growth in the number of bars and
restaurants has occurred while there has been
little or no growth in other entertainment
uses such as night clubs, cinemas, casinos and
theatres. There has also been a significant
growth in residential uses.
The number of premises granted music and
dance and late night café licences has also
grown across the three Stress Areas with
particularly rapid growth in the West End. This
reflects the rising number of bars and pubs
applying for Public Entertainment Licences.
In general venues are opening longer with
some growing larger, leading to the potential
for larger numbers of people in the Stress
Areas late at night.
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2.8

Appendix 2 shows the changes which have
taken place in A3 uses in the St. James’s area
since 1990 and provides a commentary on
those changes.

2.9

In terms of changes in A3 uses since 1990 the
study shows that the proportion of new A3
uses allowed in the historic core area of St.
James’s is slightly higher than the proportion
of A3 uses within the study area as a whole
including Leicester Square. However when
the historic core area of St. James’s and that
part of the study area outside the West End
Stress Area are compared with the study area
as a whole the proportion is higher still. This
demonstrates that in numerical terms within
the study area as a whole the proportion of
A3 uses granted consent since 1990 is greater
outside the Stress Area than inside it.

2.10 Evidence of the gain in A3 floorspace in
the historic core of St. James’s since 1990
shows that of the 12 approvals 3 were
small according to the classification in the
replacement UDP; 3 were medium and 6
were large. New A3 uses were created from
a variety of previous uses including retail
(A1), financial and professional services (A2)
and general office uses (B1). The data also
shows the great variation in the number of
A3 applications in the study area between 12

in 1996 and 0 in 2003. In overall terms the
picture changes quite dramatically after 1999
when the number of applications in total and
the number of approvals fell. It is possible that
this changes reflects the introduction of new
A3 interim policies in 2000.

ENTERTAINMENT USES IN
WESTMINSTER: CURRENT POSITION
2.11 The City of Westminster is unique in terms of
the number, concentration, capacity and hours
of opening of its entertainment uses. In 2001
there were:


2,600 A3 uses including bars, restaurants
and takeaways in Westminster including
approximately 960 located in the West End
Stress Area;



350 D2 (assembly and leisure) uses including
night clubs and live music venues;



2,383 premises with a license to sell liquor;



14 licensed amusement arcades; and



15 sex establishments.

2.12 Within the three locations designated as
Stress Areas in the UDP there are over 1,100
uses within Class A3 and about 150 in Class
D2. About 180 premises have music and
dance licenses and nearly 100 have night café
licenses.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
TRENDS

2.13 In Westminster significant numbers of
premises can now be reasonably described as
accommodating night-time activities rather
than evening activities as can be seen from the
following:


In Westminster as a whole, more than 370
premises have a music and dance licence
enabling them to be open after 2300 hrs;



A total of 57 music and dance licensed venues
are open until between 0400hrs and 0900hrs
in Westminster; and



A total of 150 licensed night cafes are open
until between midnight and 0545hrs.

FUTURE TRENDS IN ENTERTAINMENT
2.14 The City Council presented evidence to the
UDP Public Inquiry which indicates that the
growth of entertainment uses will continue in
the future for the following reasons:


A continuing increase in disposable income
averaging 2.5% per annum in the UK;



For many people a longer, but more flexible,
working day with an increased value being
placed on leisure time;



Increased demand for diversity and choice
within entertainment uses;



An expected growth in tourism;



An increased demand for night-time public
transport;



Continuing interest from large financial
investors in the leisure sector;



A steady increase in profit projections for the
entertainment sector which will encourage
growth in the numbers of restaurants, bars
and cafes; and



Growing pressure for 24 hour opening.

2.15 In the light of this expected growth in the
entertainment industry the City Council seeks
to regulate entertainment land uses in order
to manage where growth is located and how
particular uses function in order to meet the mixed
use objectives in the central part of the City.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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IMPACTS ON WESTMINSTER
2.16 It is also important to highlight the impacts
of the growth in entertainment uses in
Westminster generally.
Crime and Disorder
2.17 There is a general police concern regarding
the growing number of licensed premises and
increases in their capacities in and around the
West End crime hotspot area. In the last four
years there has been an increase of 90% in
the number of street crimes in the West End.
Anti Social Behaviour
2.18 Anti-social behaviour arising from excessive
alcohol consumption is a key impact
associated with the growth in licensed
premises in Westminster particularly in the
Stress Areas. In 2000, there were 724 alcohol
related incidents in the West End Stress Area.
The number of incidents in the West End and
St James’s Wards were the two highest figures
for all 781 London wards.
Noise
2.19 Noise is a particular problem with the
concentration of entertainment premises
and residents. It is generated particularly by
pavement drinking and eating, music and
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KEY ISSUES
vibration escaping from open shopfronts,
minicabs sounding their horns / car doors
slamming late at night, service vehicles
collecting rubbish, street cleaning late at night,
people leaving premises late at night and
general rowdy behaviour.
2.20 The annual totals of noise service requests
received by WCC’s noise team increased from
1,475 in 1987/8 to 15,938 in 2000/1 with the
peak reaching 18,419 in 1999/2000.

2.22 The West End Entertainment Impact Study
which provided the main source for the above
analysis highlights a number of issues to be
addressed by the policy framework for the
entertainment industry in the West End which
in this case includes the St. James’s area. These
were:


The need to reconcile a continued high
demand for entertainment uses with the
growth of sustainable residential community
and aspirations for a high quality environment;



The perception that the quality of the
entertainment experience and street
environment in the West End Stress Area has
declined;



The challenges of providing an efficient and
effective Council service delivery;



The need to increase public and community
safety and perceptions of safety; and



The need to preserve the distinctiveness of
particular 'character zones within the Stress
Areas'.

Impact on Council Services
2.21 The increased number of premises, later
opening times and resultant numbers of
people concentrated in particular parts of
the City places additional demands on the
ability of the City Council to clean streets and
pavements, collect litter and remove waste.
This leads to these tasks being carried out later
into the night and early morning and causes
additional problems for residents. Other
concerns are obstruction and congestion on
pavements, flyposting, graffiti and begging
which are related directly or indirectly with
aspects of the entertainment industry and the
consequent numbers of people attracted to
central London.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
TRENDS
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3. NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
POLICY CONTEXT
NATIONAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
3.1

Central Government sets the planning policy
framework for local authorities through a
series of Planning Policy Guidance Notes
(PPGs). These are gradually being revised and
renamed as Planning Policy Statements (PPSs).

3.2

There is little specific advice in national
planning guidance related solely to the
entertainment industry, the late night
economy or the impact of a concentration
of entertainment uses. There is even
less guidance about how the impact of
entertainment uses needs to be balanced
against the amenity of local residents and the
character of local areas. The guidance which is
of relevance is as follows:



PPG 6: Town Centres and Retail Development
(1996), provides guidance on retail and leisure
developments. It states that 'especially in
medium-sized and larger towns, local planning
authorities should, in consultation with the
leisure industry, develop a clear strategy and
policies for uses that support the evening
economy of their town centres.

This will include addressing the needs
for…complementary uses such as restaurants
and pubs.' At paragraph 2.25 it says that
changes of use can sometimes create new
concentrations of single uses, such as
restaurants where the cumulative effects can
cause problems.


Draft PPS6: Planning for Town Centres (2003)
indicates that local authorities should consider
identifying distinct quarters such as a leisure
quarter in larger city centres where the
evening economy might be concentrated.



PPG21: Tourism (1992), states that the tourism
industry should flourish while respecting the
environment which attracts visitors. Policies
must take full account of the particular needs
and character of individual areas.



PPG24: Noise, recognises that 'noise can have
a significant effect on the environment and
on the quality of life enjoyed by individuals
and communities. In determining planning
applications local authorities should take
steps to ensure that the amenity of residents,
workers and visitors is protected from
unreasonable noise levels.

CHANGES TO THE USE CLASSES ORDER.
3.3

In November 2003 the Government
announced that in the summer of 2004 it
would be making changes to the Use Classes
Order (UCO). The proposed changes will mean
that the A3 food and drink Use Class will in
the future cover only restaurants and cafes.
Pubs and bars will in future be covered by a
new Class - A4, and take-aways will also have
their own Class - A5. Restaurants will be able
to change to cafes without planning consent
and vice versa. They will also be permitted
to change to A1 (shops) or A2 (financial
and professional services) without consent.
However, in future changing a restaurant to
a pub, bar or takeaway will require planning
consent, but changing a pub or bar or
takeaway to an A1, A2 or A3 use will not
require consent.

3.4

The Government claims that these changes
will avoid harm to residential amenity and
visitor’s peaceful enjoyment of town centres.
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The Planning Minister has stated that there
is widespread concern that the inclusion
of pubs and bars with other uses such as
restaurants and cafes ‘has led to some of our
towns and city centres becoming awash with
characterless drinking dens’. The proposed
changes have been welcomed by many, and the
view expressed by Councillor Angela Hooper,
Chairman of Westminster’s Planning and City
Development Committee is that proposed
changes will provide more scope to manage a
proliferation of entertainment venues.
3.5

At present the Government has not announced
the date on which the proposed changes to the
Use Classes Order will come into force.

REGIONAL PLANNING GUIDANCE
3.6

The London Plan which was published in
February 2004 sets the strategic planning
framework for the capital and recognises
that a vibrant night-time economy is a major
contributor to London’s World City status.
However, it notes that associated issues
especially disturbance require effective
integrated action. The Plan also suggests that
different approaches are needed to address
local circumstances such as the refinement of
the Entertainment Management Zone concept
and the Agenda for Action on Alcohol.
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3.7

3.8

Entertainment Management Zones are
being established as geographically defined
areas where a forum of agencies works
together to tackle issues associated with the
evening and night-time economy. An EMZ
can be designated in areas where there is a
concentration of entertainment activities or in
locations where growth of entertainment uses
is planned.

LICENSING
Context
3.9

The licensing of premises is currently a
complex process with many different licenses
issued by a variety of different agencies. In
summary the following licences are relevant:



Liquor Licences: these are administered
through the Local Magistrates Courts, the
Licensing Justices. They are divided into
different categories - on-licences, restaurant
licences and off-licences. Supper hour licences
are available for extensions to 1am provided
food is served on the premises while Special
Hours Certificates for the sale of alcohol until
3am in the West End can be granted provided
a Public Entertainment Licence has been
obtained. Licences are subject to entry and
operating controls which are determined by
national legislation. There are 2,383 premises
with a licence to sell liquor in Westminster
(Manchester City Centre by comparison has
500 licensed premises in the City Centre);



Public Entertainment Licences (PELs): These
are administered by the Local Authority.
Annual or occasional licences are required in
London for public music, dancing or similar
entertainment uses.

Policy 3D.4 of the London Plan says that UDPs
should identify, protect and enhance London’s
‘strategic cultural areas and their settings’ and
should ‘where appropriate, support evening
and night time entertainment activities in
central London, City fringe areas and town
centres and where appropriate manage their
impact through policies such as Entertainment
Management Zones’. The EMZ concept offers
the possibility of a further mechanism to
tackle issues associated with the night-time
economy. This could be extended to include
areas beyond the Council’s Stress Areas
such as St. James and should therefore be
supported.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

Licences include operation conditions which
typically cover opening hours, capacity, fire
and safety precautions and control of noise.
There are 372 premises in Westminster with
a music and dance licence including 169 with
the West End Stress Area. This reflects an
increase of 165% in the number of music and
dance venues across the City between 1992
and 2002. (A 205% increase in the West End
Stress Area);


Night Café Licences (NCLs): These are
administered by local authorities. In London,
night cafes include ‘sit down’ cafes, take-aways
and fast food outlets, not serving alcohol.
Licences are subject to restrictions on hours of
opening, health and safety, fire and capacity;



Gaming Licences: These are administered
by the Licensing Justices. The licence is only
granted in conjunction with a certificate of
consent from the National Gaming Board
for the operation of a casino. Licences are
granted for operation between 2.00pm6.00am, Mondays to Saturdays. Restrictions
are imposed on accompanying liquor licences.
The Government announced in 2004 that it
intended to deregulate gambling and the First
Reading of the new Gaming Act took place in
October 2004.

There is at present only one casino in St.
James's; '50 St. James' [sic], and this casino
intends to maintain a restricted membership;
and


Theatre and Cinema Licences: These are
administered by the local authority. Theatre
licences are unique in that they permit the sale
of alcohol.

Licensing Reform
3.10 In April 2000 the Government published the
White Paper ‘Time for Reform: Proposals for
the Modernisation of Our Licensing Laws’.
The aim of the White Paper was to set out the
Government’s proposals for modernising and
integrating the alcohol, public entertainment,
theatre, cinema, night café and late night
refreshment house licensing systems.
3.11 Following consultation on the White Paper,
the Licensing Bill was introduced into
Parliament in 2002 and received Royal Assent
in July 2003 becoming the Licensing Act 2003.
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3.12 The Act establishes a single integrated scheme for
licensing premises which are used for the supply
of alcohol, to provide regulated entertainment or
to provide late night refreshment. Permission to
carry on some or all of these licensable activities
will now be contained in a single licence - the
premises licence.





Personal and premises licences to be issued by
Local Authorities;

3.13 Key measures contained in the Act include:



Rights of appeal to the Magistrates Court for
those who feel aggrieved by decisions made
by the licensing authorities;



A right of appeal afforded to applicants where
their application has been rejected or been
granted subject to conditions; and



Flexible opening hours for premises with the
potential for up to 24 hour opening, seven
days a week, subject to consideration of the
impact on local residents, businesses and the
expert opinion of a range of authorities in
relation to the licensing objectives. This is
intended to reduce the problems associated
with fixed universal closing times;



A single premises licence which can permit
premises to be used to supply alcohol, to
provide regulated entertainment and to
provide refreshment late at night;



A new system of personal licences relating to
the supply of alcohol which will enable holders
to move more freely between premises where
a premises licence is in force;
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Premises licences to be issued by licensing
authorities after notification to and scrutiny
of all applications by the police and other
responsible authorities;

Section 182 of the Act provides for the
Secretary of State to give guidance to licensing
authorities on the discharge of their functions.

3.14 The Licensing Act 2003 is due to come into
force on the First Appointed Day which
has been set as 7 February 2005 when
applications can be considered for converting
varying existing licences, and new licences
can be considered. Converted, varied and
new licences take effect from the Second
Appointed Day later in the year.

THE ALCOHOL HARM REDUCTION STRATEGY
3.15 In March 2004 the Government unveiled
plans to combat a range of problems caused
by alcohol misuse. This wide ranging strategy
promotes a series of measures and includes
the aim of tackling alcohol related disorder
in towns and city centres particularly at
weekends. Among the measures proposed
are the increased use of exclusion orders to
ban trouble-makers from pubs and clubs and
greater use of new fixed penalty fines for antisocial behaviour.
The Government also acknowledges the
need to work in partnership with the alcohol
industry to reduce anti-social behaviour.
Issues to be addressed may include the layout
of pubs and availability of seating, managing
crime and disorder in city centres and
improved information on safe drinking
in pubs.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

4.

WESTMINSTER’S POLICY
CONTEXT

4.3

INTRODUCTION
4.1

4.2

The planning policies which inform and justify
the City of Westminster’s planning decisions
are contained in the Westminster Unitary
Development Plan (UDP). St. James’s forms
part of the Central Activities Zone (CAZ),
the mixed activity area focused on ‘the West
End’ which is distinguished from the main
residential areas beyond. The CAZ policies aim
to protect and reinforce the nature of activities
that characterise the West End.
Westminster City Council has recently
completed the statutory process of reviewing
its planning policies with the UDP having
been considered by an independent
Planning Inspector in 2002-3. Westminster
has revised its policies in response to the
Inspector’s recommendations and ‘adopted’
its replacement UDP in December 2004. This
section looks at the evolution of planning
policies to control A3 uses focusing on
the statutory policies within the UDP and
also looks at how Supplementary Planning
Guidance (SPG) can be used to add further
control.

Apart from reviewing planning policies
and their recent evolution, this section also
provides an overview of the local licensing
policy context which is currently subject to
review in line with the requirement of the
Licensing Act 2003.

LICENSING POLICY
4.4

The Council is currently responsible for
issuing Public Entertainment Licences and
Night Café Licences. The City Council’s
licensing policy seeks to achieve a balance
between the benefits that entertainment
and late night refreshment premises bring to
Westminster and the needs of residents for an
acceptable environment in which to live. The
considerations for licensing applications are
different in a number of respects from those
addressed under planning applications and
includes such matters as safety of the premises
and the suitability of the applicant. One of
the aims of the licensing policy is to ensure
that when dealing with planning and licensing
applications the City Council’s approach is coordinated and complementary.

4.5

In response to the growth of music and
dance venues and night cafes in recent years
the Council has set out more detailed policy
guidance in relation to licensing.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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In June 2000, in line with new interim A3
planning policies (see below) Entertainment
and Night Café Licensing Policy guidelines
were revised to incorporate the following
proposals:

1)

The character of the surrounding area;

2)

The impact of the licence on the surrounding
area, both individually and cumulatively with
existing licences; and

The preferred location for entertainment
premises or for premises providing late night
refreshment would generally be within the
Central Activities Zone. Applications for
licences outside this zone would require a
higher level of justification.; and

3)

The nature and character of the operation.

4.7

Policy ENV2 advises that the City Council will
consider the adequacy of measures proposed
to deal with the potential for nuisance and
or/public disorder having regard to the
circumstances of the case and will consider a
range of management issues. These include
noise prevention, disturbance arising from
patrons arriving and leaving the premises,
queue management; parking, public transport
provision, impact of taxis, pedestrian routes,
CCTV and door supervisors, measures to
prevent the consumption of drugs, public
order issues, staff suitability and refuse
storage, disposal and litter issues.

4.8

In September 2004 the City Council issued
a draft Statement of Licensing Policy for
consultation until 1 November 2004. The
intention is for the Policy to be agreed by the
City Council in advance of the introduction of
the new licensing system in February 2005.



Within the CAZ there would be a policy
presumption against granting new licences
for entertainment premises or night cafes,
particularly those with a proposed terminal
hour beyond 1am, in areas that were
almost entirely residential or in areas that
were already saturated with late night
entertainment and refreshment uses.

4.6

Prior to the current draft policies, the latest
policies were published in 2002. Among the
most significant policies for this study are
those relating to the environment. Policy ENV1
states that:
'In considering all licence applications, the City
Council will take into account:
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4.9

The Licensing Policy will set out how the City
Council will promote the licensing objectives
of the Act while striking a balance between
sometimes competing aims such as widening
the choice and appeal of licensed premises
and the protection of local residents.

4.10 The Policy indicates that the City Council
has taken initiatives to prevent anti-social
behaviour, noise and degradation of the
street environment - policies often associated
with late night entertainment. It states that
'a combination of licensing and planning
powers, and effective management of the
street environment are required to tackle
these problems'. It goes on: 'however, the
City Council regards licensing as the most
appropriate tool to ensure the licensing
objectives are promoted through premises
being properly managed and operated and,
where necessary, the number, location and
hours of premises being controlled when these
cannot be done adequately or appropriately
through other legislation. The City Council
regards licensing as a key means of controlling
nuisance and anti-social behaviour…'

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

4.11 The Council’s policy approach is based on four
types of policies:


Policies supporting the licensing objectives set
out in the Act;



A policy on hours;



A policy on cumulative impact that only
applies in Stress Areas;



Policies applying to different types of
licensable activities.

4.12 The draft Statement notes that the Council
has adopted Action Plans for the improvement
of particular areas e.g. Leicester Square,
Chinatown and Covent Garden, and may
adopt other improvement plans in the future.
The Statement also refers to a monitoring
programme to assess the effect of the grant
of licences and consider the cumulative impact
of the grant of licences when it undertakes a
review of its Statement of Licensing Policy at
least every 3 years.
4.13 The St. James's Conservation Trust has
obtained Counsel's opinion as to the legality
of the City Council's draft licensing policy.
Counsel has advised that if the draft policy is
implemented it will be successfully challenged
in the courts.

4.14 In particular Counsel advises:
‘This is a policy which is flexible in form
but rigid in practice. A policy needs to be
transparent and inform the applicant of the
criteria he must meet. The policy merely
indicates what it will not regard as exceptional,
and gives one apparently exhaustive example
of what it would regard as exceptional.
‘Furthermore, the Council has stated that its
policy is to refuse all applications in the three
stress areas for pubs and bars; late night
refreshment premises offering hot food and
drinks to take away and premises offering
facilities for music and dancing. Not only is
this contrary to the Guidance (but the Council
has ‘had regard to it’), but it also undermines
the fundamental purpose of the Act which is
to deregulate. It is in my view, ultra vires. The
Council cannot use ‘policy’ as a legislative tool
to defeat the objects of Parliament.
‘Likewise, the Council’s policy on hours is an
attempt to circumvent the purpose of the Act.
Parliament intended to open up the hitherto
restrictive licensing hours.
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It gave Council’s a discretion to impose
terminal hours for premises, but it could
not have been Parliament’s intention that a
Council would impose blanket terminal hours
which are in practice only marginally greater
than those at present (by half an hour) and
which may only be extended by the applicant
proving that he comes within an undefined
exception.’
4.15 While under previous legislation licensing
authorities could take into consideration
matters such as the social or architectural
sensitivity of a neighbourhood Counsel’s view
is that the City Council will not be able to so
in the future. Assuming that this legal opinion
is correct, the Council will need to place even
greater reliance upon planning powers to
control A3 uses.

STRATEGIC PLANNING OBJECTIVES
4.16 Before addressing the evolution of policy
relating to entertainment uses, it is appropriate
to consider Westminster’s wider planning
policy objectives. The City Council aims to
achieve a balanced and sustainable city where
an appropriate mix of residential, leisure
and commercial activities can co-exist in
appropriate locations. It is the City Council’s
aim to maintain Westminster’s position as an
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internationally important entertainment centre
but at the same time to control the location
and activities of entertainment uses.
This is in order to safeguard residential
amenities, together with the environmental
quality and established character and function
of all parts of the city.
4.17 Policy STRA 3 of the replacement UDP defines
the Central Activities Zone where the aim is to
protect and enhance the strategic role, historic
character, social and cultural importance of
the central part of Westminster while Policy
STRA3A aims to maintain and enhance the
mix of uses in central Westminster. In relation
to housing, Policy STRA12 aims to protect
the housing stock and to add to it while
Policy STRA14 aims to protect and improve
the residential environment and residents’
amenities.
4.18 In relation to arts, culture and entertainment,
Policy STRA11A sets out the strategic aim
of the City Council as being to ‘maintain
and improve the range of arts, culture and
entertainment uses in Westminster, and to
restrict further late night entertainment uses in
areas that already have an over-concentration.’

4.19 The reasoned justification refers to the
concept of Entertainment Management Zones
as highlighted in the London Plan. It notes
that while an EMZ has not been designated
in the UDP, the approach taken by the City
Council in establishing a forum of agencies
to co-ordinate issues affecting entertainment
areas mirrors that envisaged in the London
Plan. In line with the London Plan, the City
Council recognises Covent Garden and Soho
as a strategic cluster of evening and night
time entertainment activities of particular
importance and local policies have been given
due regard to meeting these needs.
4.20 The policy also notes the concentration
of entertainment and late night premises
particularly in the CAZ to such an extent
that areas have become ‘saturated’ with
entertainment areas and their character is
being eroded as is the amenity of residents.
4.21 In particular the policy aims to achieve a
sustainable balance between the needs
of visitors and residents without adverse
effects on the environment. To achieve this
balance the City Council considers that there
should be a restriction on further late night
entertainment uses.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT
LOCAL POLICY EVOLUTION
4.22 The issue of controlling entertainment uses and
their impacts is not new to Westminster. This
section considers how the policy has evolved over
time to address the growth in entertainment uses
and the growth in their impacts.
City of Westminster District Plan, 1982
4.23 The City of Westminster District Plan of
1982 included a specific policy 7.37 on
‘controlling entertainments and protecting
the environment’. ‘Entertainment uses are
most appropriate in the Central Activities
Zone and … new entertainment uses should
be compatible with adjoining activities and
should not cause nuisance, especially to local
residents’.
4.24 Paragraph 7.45 set out a city-wide policy in
relation to restaurants, cafes, sandwich bars
and wine bars. It indicated that restaurant
use should not adversely affect the character
and functioning of a surrounding residential
area and that where consent was granted
conditions would be imposed relating to
hours of opening, noise, emission of fumes
and disposal of waste. Special attention was
to be given to applications for takeaway hot
food premises because of the possibility that

the number of people attracted, the hours of
opening and the disposal of refuse could create
special problems.
The Adopted Unitary Development Plan, 1997
4.25 Policy THE8 (Tourism, Hotels and
Entertainment) of the 1997 UDP aimed
to ‘maintain Westminster’s position as
an internationally important cultural and
entertainment centre offering a wide range
of facilities for residents, workers and visitors
and to make sure that entertainment uses
are suitably located to avoid conflict with
residential neighbourhoods’. Entertainment
uses covered such uses as night clubs,
cinemas, private members clubs, casinos etc.
4.26 Policy SS13 of the adopted UDP covered
restaurants, pubs and hot food takeaway
premises. The policy was within Chapter 8 of
the Plan dealing with Shopping and Services. It
stated that the City Council would control the
distribution of restaurants, pubs and wine bars
and ‘take away’ hot food premises.
4.27 During the late 1990s residents of Westminster
expressed the view that the concentration of
restaurants and the displacement of retail (A1)
uses, which served the needs of local residents,
by A3 uses was having a detrimental impact on
residential amenity.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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4.28 Consequently the City Council introduced
three interim policies for A3 uses in June 2000.
These policies made a number of changes
including:


The introduction of three 'Stress Areas'
identifying those areas where there was a
saturation of A3 uses and entertainment uses;



More stringent controls on further A3 uses
within the defined Stress Areas;



The introduction of maximum 'terminal' hours;



Distinguishing between A3 uses by size;



The introduction of provisions further
restricting A3 uses that would be below,
above, or immediately adjoining existing
residential accommodation.

The Replacement UDP, 2004
4.29 Following the introduction of the Interim A3
Policies a number of draft versions of the
replacement UDP were produced culminating
in the publication of Pre-Inquiry Changes to
the UDP in August 2002.

4.30 Policies addressing entertainment uses were
presented in the Tourism, Arts, Culture
and Entertainment (TACE) chapter of the
Plan. Policy TACE8 addressed the location
of entertainment uses. It stated that within
the West End Stress Area new or expanded
entertainment uses would only be permitted
in exceptional circumstances and that
elsewhere within the CAZ new or extended
entertainment uses would only be permitted
subject to the considerations of Policy TACE10.
4.31 Policy TACE9 of the Pre-Inquiry UDP dealt with
the location of large entertainment uses. The
policy indicated that such uses would only
be permitted in exceptional circumstances
within the CAZ (outside Stress Areas). Finally,
Policy TACE10 provided criteria for assessing
entertainment uses. This indicated that
permission would not be granted where harm
would be caused to residential amenity or
local environmental quality. Impacts would be
controlled through conditions.
Unitary Development Plan Review Inspector’s Report
4.32 The Public Inquiry into the replacement UDP
took place between October 2002 and March
2003. The Inspector’s Report into the Inquiry
was published in January 2004. The Inspector’s
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main conclusions in relation to policies TACE8,
TACE9 and TACE10 are addressed here in
some depth because they were particularly
critical of Westminster’s approach and because
they have implications for the way in which A3
uses are likely to be addressed in the future.
4.33 In relation to policies TACE8, 9 and 10 the
Inspector recommended to the City Council
that all three policies should be deleted and
replaced with new criteria based policies.
4.34 The Inspector recognised that the growth in
West End entertainment uses and the problem
of consequential anti-social behaviour led to
the Council’s proposed change in policy. He
also endorsed the City Council’s view that
unbridled activity of entertainment uses by
excess concentration constituted a very clear
threat to other central London activities and
to aspects of the entertainment industry itself
such as small restaurants.
4.35 In relation to Stress Areas the Inspector
accepted the definition and boundaries but
raised the concern of ‘frontier problems’
which he saw as being best forestalled by
the creation of buffer zones. In this way the
tendency for A3 uses to congregate around
the exclusion zone would be avoided.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

4.36 The Inspector also noted that the UDP
recognised that the character and function of
a local area could be highly material to any
detailed planning decision. He supported
the Council’s intention to issue detailed
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)
in respect of the character and function of
identifiable small areas within the CAZ which
includes the St. James’s area. The Inspector
suggested that the policies should be revised
and produced before the preparation of SPG.



'the detailed formulation and future
application of policies TACE8-10 [is] flawed
and likely to be very difficult fairly to
implement and effectively to enforce.'



'the policies are not only somewhat draconian
in nature but would be difficult to apply,
justify and defend, according to clear and
understood criteria, in the case of the
individual determination of future planning
applications and appeals.'

4.37 Further, the Inspector gave guidance on
the content of SPG which he said ‘might
usefully define such physical characteristics
as floor space indices, seating capacities and
age, condition and architectural or historic
interest or value of buildings as well as the
demographic aspects of areas such as size
and composition of the locally resident
population and the levels of employment
offered or sustained by existing and proposed
entertainment and other forms of land use’.



'Policies TACE8 and TACE10 might well be
revised on a more criteria-based formulation
such as to apply limits to street frontage
occupied by Class A3 or D2 uses or,
alternatively or additionally, the percentage
of the site area or aggregate floor space
within an individual street block (or any other
definable spatial unit) that could be made up
of these two land uses.'



'The calculation of location quotients (i.e. the
relative concentration of a given category of
land use compared with its average incidence
within a wider area….) for component land
use categories might be used to determine
both thresholds of application and the balance
between residential, entertainment and
employment land use activity within any sub
area …'.

4.38 The Inspector’s general conclusions on policies
TACE 8-10 included the following:


'the collective aims of the policies are
unexceptionable … and do not appear to be
in conflict with extant policy guidance'.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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'The future formulation of both TACE8 and
10 might employ the deliberate stratification
of the size range of premises, much as retail
development is broken down into small,
medium and large units in order to … secure
or maintain the vitality and character of a
given shopping centre… The profile of A3
establishments might be prescribed by policy
parameters such that invasive or incompatible
and noisy activities are curtailed, either by
reference to frontage control or by area based
calculation.'

Proposed Modifications

'A final approach might be the application
of… density or capacity standards to all
A3 premises. The density of patronage is
reasonably reliably calculated on the basis
of persons per unit area of net floor space.
Such occupancy ratios are capable of being
influenced or determined by physical factors
such as the amount of fixed seating or the
provision of restaurant covers … Planning,
conditions governing such capacity are clearly
enforceable.'

4.41 Policies TACE 8, 9 and 10 were revised to
identify proposals which will be generally
permissible (TACE8); may be permissible
(TACE9) or permissible only in exceptional
circumstances (TACE10). The policies were
also revised to distinguish between small (up
to 150m2), medium (150-500m2) and large
(over 500m2) units. (Up to 500m2 equates to
up to 200 customers). The revised policies also
distinguished between restaurants/cafes, pubs/
bars, takeaways, and other entertainment
uses in line with proposed changes to the Use
Classes Order. Finally the policies distinguished
between ‘outside CAZ’, ‘inside CAZ’ and
‘Stress Areas’. Among the key tests which
the policies proposed were the impact on
residential amenity and local environmental
quality and the effect on the character and
function of the area.

4.39 While the Inspector's general conclusions
did not directly relate to SPG covering
the St. James's area, his earlier comments
demonstrated a recognition that SPG should
address identifiable small areas which would
be taken as meaning areas such as the historic
core of St. James's.
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4.40 Following the publication of the Inspector’s
Report the Council published Proposed
Modifications to the UDP. These were placed
‘on deposit’ for a 6 week consultation period
from 14th May until 25th June. In relation
to policies TACE 8, 9 and 10 the Council’s
response was to accept the Inspector’s
recommendations that the policies should be
rewritten.

4.42 Representations in respect of the proposed
Modifications were submitted on behalf of
the St. James’s Conservation Trust. Objections
were made in relation to policies TACE 8, 9
and 10 and can be summarised as follows:
a)

the threshold for small units is too high and
should be lowered, the range for medium
units is too broad and the threshold for large
units is too high and should be lowered;

b)

the policies fail to recognise the threat which
‘other areas inside CAZ’ are under from new
A3 uses. Such uses should be given added
protection because of the threat to their
character;

c)

the policies do not address the ‘frontier issue’
and the need for a buffer zone between Stress
Areas and the rest of the CAZ;

d)

the policies fail to establish criteria which
distinguish adequately between uses in terms
of their acceptability;

e)

the policies fail to recognise the different
impacts of uses;

f)

the policies fail to provide a criteria based
formulation and should provide further clarity;

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

g)

policies should recognise the subdivision of the
CAZ into character zones and should recognise
the character of individual areas such as

UDP including those submitted on behalf of
the Trust. The Council’s response to the issues
raised by the Trust can be summarised as
follows:

St. James’s.
4.43 The representation also covered the policy
application and reasons behind the policies. In

a)

thresholds will remain unchanged in line with
the Inspector’s recommendations and further
land use analysis (there were objections from
the entertainment industry on the grounds
that the threshold was too low);

b)

the revised policies provide protection for
areas outside the Stress Areas inside the
CAZ through a clear set of criteria including
character and function;

c)

while the concept of the buffer zone has not
been introduced, ‘the development of SPG
will assist in identifying the character and
function of the Stress Areas and those areas
where they act more as a buffer from the high
concentrations of entertainment uses. The
SPG will assist in identifying the differences
in character from the areas within the Stress
Areas to those outside the Stress Areas, inside
and outside the CAZ’;

d)

the policies adequately establish criteria which
distinguishes between uses based on size and
location;

relation to these issues key suggestions were:
a)

b)

c)

that if the Stress Area concept were to
be retained then it should be extended to
St. James’s;
the policies fail to adequately address the
cumulative effect of growth in entertainment
uses;
in relation to character and function, the policy
application should refer to uses and activities
in particular those attributes which establish
the unique qualities of an area which in the
case of St. James’s covers members clubs and
specialist and long established retailing. These
issues should be expanded upon in SPG for St.
James’s. (Recommendations for issues to be
addressed in SPG are provided in paragraphs
4.74-4.79.)

4.44 In September 2004 Westminster City Council’s
Cabinet considered the objections to the
proposed Modifications to the Replacement
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e)

f)

g)

the policies have been revised to take account
of the policies in the UDP, emerging Licensing
Policy and National Planning Policy Guidance.
Policies have varying controls to provide
greater flexibility for different uses;
criteria based policies such as a limit on street
frontage are provided through controls on
retailing in the shopping policies (see next
paragraph);
work on SPG has begun and will be released
for public consultation in winter 2004/5.
‘This will provide guidance to assist in the

c)

ensuring that proposals for non-A1 uses do not:



lead to, or add to, a concentration of three or
more consecutive non A1 uses;



cause or intensify an existing overconcentration of A3 and entertainment uses in
a street or area.

4.46 In terms of the representations relating to the
policy application and reasons, the Council's
response was as follows:
a)

understanding of local circumstances. It is not
considered appropriate to include such levels
of detail in the UDP policies’.
4.45 For reference, Policy SS6 seeks to achieve an
appropriate balance of retail uses within the
CAZ. This is achieved through
a)

the protection of A1 retail uses at ground,
basement and first floor level;

b)

ensuring that the introduction of non-A1 town
centre uses would not be detrimental to the
character and function of an area or to the
vitality or viability of a shopping frontage or
locality;
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the request to change the boundary of the
West End Stress Area to cover St. James's
is an invalid representation as the Inspector
supported the boundary definition.
Nevertheless growth in entertainment uses will
continue to be monitored on an annual basis
and will inform future policy decision making;

b)

cumulative adverse effects must be considered
under policies TACE 8 and 9 and is the main
concern reflected through the development of
Policy TACE10;

c)

issues that the City Council will take into
account when considering the character and
function of an area are identified as sub-areas
of the CAZ. ‘The City Council recognises the
importance of the clubs and specialist retail in
contributing to the character of St. James’s’.

4.47 The objections of the Trust have not resulted
in significant changes to Policies TACE 8,
9 and 10 nor to the supporting text. While
the Council have indicated support for the
objectives of the Trust, it is disappointing that
they have not addressed the needs of the
St. James’s area through the designation of
a Special Policy Area, extension of the Stress
Area or creation of a buffer zone. There is a
very real fear that failure to act in any of these
ways will result in the area descending into a
spiral of decline.
4.48 Following consultation on the Proposed
Modifications, policies TACE 8, 9 and 10
remain virtually unchanged and the key
elements of the replacement UDP policies are
set out below.
4.49 The supporting text sets out a general aim
for policies TACE8-10 which is ‘to control the
location, size and activities of entertainment
uses in order to safeguard residential
amenity, local environmental quality and the
established character and function of the
various parts of the City and contribute to its
role as an entertainment centre of national
and international importance.’ Proposals for
development involving entertainment uses
will be assessed against the relevant policy
identified in Table 8.1 of the plan as follows:

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT
Table 8.1 - Classification of Entertainment Uses

1. Uses with less than 150m2 of gross floor space.
Location

Restaurants, Cafes

Pubs, Bars

Take Aways

Other

Outside CAZ

TACE8

TACE9

TACE9

TACE9

Inside CAZ

TACE8

TACE9

TACE9

TACE9

Stress Areas

TACE8

TACE9

TACE9

TACE9

2. Uses with between 150m2 and 500m2 of gross floor space.
Location

Restaurants, Cafes

Pubs, Bars

Take Aways

Other

Outside CAZ

TACE9

TACE9

TACE10

TACE9

Inside CAZ

TACE8

TACE9

TACE9

TACE9

Stress Areas

TACE10

TACE10

TACE10

TACE10

3. Uses with more than 500m2 of gross floor space.
Location

Restaurants, Cafes

Pubs, Bars

Take Aways

Other

City Wide

TACE10

TACE10

TACE10

TACE10

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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4.50 Policy TACE8 identifies entertainment uses
which will generally be permissible. It states
that ‘permission will generally be granted for
proposals where policy TACE8 is identified as
relevant in Table 8.1 where the City Council is
satisfied that the proposed development has:
a)

No adverse effect (nor taking into account
the number and distribution of entertainment
uses in the vicinity, any cumulative adverse
effect) upon residential amenity or local
environmental quality as a result of:
i) noise,

ii)

The opening hours;

iii)

The arrangements to be made to safeguard
amenity and prevent smells, noise and
vibration disturbance (including that from the
use of ventilation and air conditioning plant)
from the premises;

iv)

Servicing arrangements;

v)

Arrangements for the storage, handling and
disposal of waste, recyclable materials and
customer litter;

vi)

The positioning of tables and chairs in open
areas within the curtilage of premises (see also
Policy TACE 11);

vii)

Changes of use to other uses and activities
within the same Use Class.’

ii) vibration,
iii) smells,
iv) increased late night activity, or
v) increased parking and traffic; and
b)

No adverse effect on the character or function
of its area.
In considering applications for planning
permission for such uses the Council will take
into account the need for conditions, and
where relevant, necessary and appropriate,
will impose them to control:

i)
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The number of customers who may be present
on the premises;

4.51 Policy TACE9 of the replacement UDP
concerns entertainment uses which may be
permissible. With respect to the St. James’s
area it applies to proposals for public houses
and bars, takeaways and other entertainment
uses of between 150 and 500m2 of gross
floorspace. It states that
‘Permission will only be granted for proposals
where Policy TACE9 is relevant…where the
City Council is satisfied that the proposed
development has:

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

a)

no adverse effect (nor, taking into account
the number and distribution of entertainment
uses in the vicinity, any cumulatively adverse
effects) upon residential amenity or local
environmental quality as a result of:
i) noise;
ii) vibration;

4.53 Policy TACE10 addresses entertainment uses
which will be permissible only in exceptional
circumstances. With regard to the St.
James’s area it applies to proposals for any
entertainment use of greater than 500m2 of
gross floorspace. It states that:
‘a)

permission will be granted for proposals
where policy TACE10 is…relevant…only in
exceptional circumstances;

b)

where, in exceptional circumstances, the City
Council decides to grant planning permission
for large or very large entertainment uses, it

iii) smells;
iv) increased late night activity; or
v) increased parking and traffic; and
b)

no adverse effect on the character or function
of the area.’

4.52 The policy goes on to state that ‘in reaching
decisions on applications for planning
permission for these uses, the Council will
have particular regard to a number of issues
which are the same as those i) to vi) of the
second part of policy TACE8. It continues,
‘where necessary and appropriate, the City
Council will impose conditions to control
these and other relevant aspects of the use of
premises, including changes of use to other
uses and activities within the same Use Class,
in order to minimise adverse effects’.

will , where necessary and appropriate, impose
conditions’…These relate to the same items
I) to vi) of the second part of policy TACE8
together with ‘viii) other relevant aspects of
the use of premises, in order to minimise
adverse effects’.
4.54 When assessing the likely effects of a proposal
the City Council will take the following
matters into account:
a)

in relation to the development proposed:
i) the gross floorspace to be occupied by
the proposed use;

ii)

the occupancy in terms of covers,
standing customers or similar research;

iii) the type of use proposed (e.g.
restaurant, café, bar)
iv) the proposed opening hours;
v)

the provision of effective measures
to prevent smells, noise and vibration
disturbance arising from the premises,
including that from the use of ventilation
and air conditioning plant;

vi) the servicing arrangements, including
the times when this will be undertaken;
vii) the arrangements for storage, handling
and disposal of waste, recyclable
materials and customer litter;
viii) the positioning of any tables and chairs
in open areas within the curtilage of the
premises;
ix) the appearance of ventilation and air
conditioning plant and ducting;
x)

any supporting statement provided by an
applicant in respect of the management
of a use;
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b)

in relation to the immediate surroundings:
i)

its proximity to residential uses, and their
number;

ii) the existing level of night time activity;
iii) the existing levels of night time
disturbance and anti-social behaviour;
iv) the number of existing and proposed
entertainment uses in the vicinity and
their opening hours;
c)

in relation to the locality as a whole:
i)

the number of residential uses;

ii)

the character and function of the area;

iii) its effects on parking and traffic
circulation;
iv) the availability of night time public
transport and its capacity to carry
customers and staff after the premises
have closed at night.
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4.55 The City Council has decided that because
of the variety in the characteristics of
entertainment uses and variations in the
pattern of land use it is not appropriate to
set widely applicable hours for entertainment
premises to close. The City Council will
therefore prepare Supplementary Planning
Guidance setting out detailed provisions
in relation to opening hours to reflect
local circumstances. As a general rule the
Council expects that entertainment uses in
predominantly residential areas no customers
will be allowed to remain on the premises
after midnight on Sundays to Thursdays and
after 12.30am on the following morning
on Friday and Saturday night. An earlier
closing time may be sought where there are
residential uses in immediate proximity.
4.56 The supporting statement also refers to the
issue of character and function. It states that
Supplementary Planning Guidance Central
Activities Zone: Area Profiles giving details of
the character and function of the component
parts of the CAZ will be replaced in due
course. It also lists a number of attributes
which will be taken into account when
assessing an application in relation to the
character and function of an area:

a)

the prevailing pattern, mix and intensity of
land use;

b)

the physical characteristics of the building
stock and public spaces;

c)

the number, distribution and demographic
characteristics of the resident population;

d)

the patterns of pedestrian and vehicular
movement particularly at night, and the
accessibility and availability of public transport;

e)

the scale and other characteristics of crime
and anti-social behaviour;

f)

the scale and character of commercial activity,
including entertainment;

g)

the balance between residential,
entertainment and employment land uses;

h)

specialist clusters of activity.

4.57 The reasoned justification also refers to
character and function. It notes that the
London Plan states that Boroughs should take
account of ‘local amenity and land use’ and
that special policy areas should protect and
support ‘clusters of specialist activity in and
around the CAZ’. UDPs should also ‘identify,
protect and enhance Strategic Cultural Areas
and their settings such as the West End, Soho
and Covent Garden’.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT
4.58 Following the approval of the Cabinet to
proposed further modifications, on 3rd
November 2004 the full Council resolved to
adopt and publish the replacement UDP. A
statutory period for possible legal challenge
between 11th November and 9th December is
expected to see the Replacement Plan formally
adopted on 10th December 2004.



Restaurants/cafes more likely to be permissible
within CAZ than outside CAZ or Stress Areas.



Pubs/bars more likely to be permissible within
CAZ than in Stress Areas.

Summary of Replacement A3 Policies

4.60 It is regrettable that the Council chose not
to accept the Trust's position with respect
to Policies TACE8-10, nor the supporting
text. The Trust's position that stress is
related to the characteristics and capacity to
accommodate change, not simply the absolute
or relative number of restaurants in an area,
remains valid and should be given further
consideration in SPG. The Trust maintain the
view that a realistic policy for the St. James's
area should be based on the concept that
the size and special circumstances of the area
justify refusing further A3 uses in the light of
the significant expansion of A3 uses during
recent years. In addition the revised A3 policies
will have the effect of bringing further harm to
the unique character of the historic core of St.
James's.

4.59 Subject to the tests which are set out in
paragraphs 4.50-4.54, the revised A3 policies
can be summarised as having the following
implications within the St. James’s area (part
of the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) outside
the Stress Areas):


Restaurant/café more than 500m2 permissible
only in exceptional circumstances subject to
tests.



Restaurant/café up to 500m2 will generally be
permissible subject to tests.



Pubs/bars, takeaways and other entertainment
uses more than 500m2 permissible only in
exceptional circumstances.



Pubs/bars, takeaways and other entertainment
uses up to 500m2 may be permissible subject
to tests.



Takeaways/other entertainment uses more
likely to be permissible within CAZ than
outside CAZ or Stress Areas.

THE CHARACTER AND FUNCTION OF
ST. JAMES’S AND THE NEED FOR
SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE
4.61 ‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ highlights
the historic and architectural importance of
the St. James’s area. While its focus is on the
physical character it also provides a review
of the uses and activities in the area which
help to define that character including a
comprehensive review of clubs and specialist
shops. It recognises that St. James’s has some
of the finest examples in London of original
early shopfronts. It also notes that what makes
the area truly remarkable is the continuity
of commercial trading in the area over the
centuries, in many cases from the original site
and sometimes from the same premises.
4.62 Appendix 3 provides an extract from
‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’. It
demonstrates the area’s diversity and historic
specialist uses which help to define St. James’s
and contribute to its unique character.
4.63 The clubs of St. James’s are not only
architecturally significant but are also a key
component of the network of uses which
contribute to the success of central London as
a place to live and work.
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4.64 The UDP gives St. James’s clubland some
particular recognition but fails to acknowledge
their importance in helping to define the mix
of uses and character of the area.
4.65 Specialist retailing also contributes significantly
to the unique character of St. James’s
particularly through its international reputation
for gentleman’s outfitting, wine, art and
antiques dealing. Unfortunately the national
planning system provides no specificprotection
to changes from one kind of shop to another.
4.66 In December 2001 Westminster City Council
published a Supplementary Planning Guidance
Note on Central Activities Zone: Area Profiles.
The SPG recognises that the CAZ is not
homogenous and needs to be considered
in ways which takes its varying nature into
account. To understand the different character
and function of areas within the CAZ it was
divided into 8 sub-areas including St. James’s
and area profiles developed for each.
4.67 The St. James’s area has been identified
for the SPG as covering the area south of
Piccadilly, west of Charing Cross Road,
Northumberland Avenue and the Embankment
and north of Victoria Street, Caxton
Street, Petty France, Buckingham Gate and
Constitution Hill.
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The entire St. James’s profile covers less
than three pages and addresses townscape,
character and function, land use and other
data and UDP policy designations. Reference
is made to ‘Gentlemen’s Clubs’ in St. James’s
and specialist shops such as gentleman’s
outfitters in Jermyn Street. The profile also
refers to the Trust’s study ‘Conserving Historic
St. James’s’.
4.68 By defining St. James’s on such a broad basis
the profile is virtually meaningless. It not only
includes that area defined by the St. James’s
Conservation Area but also parts of the
Conservation Areas covering Regent Street,
Haymarket, Leicester Square, Trafalgar Square,
Whitehall, Westminster Abbey and Parliament
Square, Birdcage Walk and Broadway and
Christchurch Gardens as well as other areas
which are not within Conservation Areas.
Consequently the claim to identify the
distinctiveness of the area is extremely hollow.
Future versions of the SPG must update the
information and must also disaggregate the
material to provide more locally based profiles.
In this way the unique character of the St.
James’s area can be clearly demonstrated.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT

4.69 Material from the area profiles has now been
incorporated into the replacement UDP. The
description of St. James’s (in its widest sense) is
provided at paragraphs 1.14-1.16 of the Plan.
4.70 The City Council published its Conservation
Area Audit for St. James’s (Number 17)
in December 2002. In common with the
Council’s other Conservation Area Audits the
main focus of the document is on the physical
character of the area including such features
as the architectural and historic characteristics
of buildings, views and townscape details.
There is also a short section on land uses.
This reflects the fact that the overall appraisal
strategy is based upon the English Heritage
publication Conservation Area Practice.
4.71 The land use section of the Audit states that
‘the area has a predominantly commercial
focus. St. James’s is renowned for its high
concentration of members clubs, art and
antique dealers and auctioneers and specialist
shops. Other more general uses in the area
include general and specialist retail, residential,
hotels, cafes, public houses and an increasing
number of restaurants, bars and clubs.’
4.72 The Audit includes a list of members Clubs and
notes that fine art auctioneers and art dealers
are concentrated around the Duke Street area.

It also describes the main retail activities and
the changing character of residential property.
However, the description of land uses is
somewhat superficial and does nor reflect
the character and function of the area in land
use terms, nor the contribution which these
long established uses make to the unique
character of the area. Instead it focuses on
the contribution of land uses to the character
or appearance of the conservation area citing
policy DES9 as the relevant policy rather than
STRA2 which aims to foster Westminster’s
capital city roles and STRA3 which seeks
to protect and enhance the strategic role,
historic character and cultural importance of
the central part of Westminster through the
designation of a Central Activities Zone.
4.73 The Replacement UDP firmly establishes a
new set of policies to control the location,
size and activities of entertainment uses. The
aim of the policies recognises the importance
of the established character and function of
various parts of the city. The replacement
UDP also states that Central Activities Zone:
Area Profiles will be replaced with new
Supplementary Planning Guidance in due
course.

4.74 The revised SPG will be a vital element in
seeking to control the growth of A3 uses
which would be damaging to the character
of St. James’s. Its importance to the area can
hardly be over estimated and it is essential
that the guidance is subject to regular review
and monitoring. Its importance also means
that it must be produced as soon as possible
and must be effective immediately. Any delay
could have dramatic consequences for the
area.
4.75

The replacement A3 policies require the
assessment of potential adverse effects of a
proposal to include the number of residential
uses and the character and function of
the area. In order to understand the effect
on character and function of an area it is
necessary to understand those elements which
contribute to character and function.

4.76 Apart from the St. James’s Area Trust study
‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ (1999) which
was given Council Committee support, to date
material relating to the character and function
of St. James’s has either concentrated on the
physical form of the area or been general and
covering use changes across wide areas.
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The review of the SPG must focus on areas
of a manageable and relevant area (e.g.
the current study area or the St. James’s
Conservation Area) and must address land
uses and activities.
4.77 While recognising that the planning system
provides no protection to changes from one
kind of shop to another, it is important that
the character and function of the area are
recognisable in order that changes which
do require planning consent are properly
assessed.
4.78 The SPG needs to recognise the uniqueness
of St. James’s, not simply in terms of its broad
mix of uses but also in terms of its specialist
functions. The uniqueness derives not simply
from having a mix of retail functions but
having complementary and competing retail
functions in close proximity. For instance the
character of Jermyn Street is derived not from
the fact that its street frontages are retail
uses but that it is renowned internationally
for its gentleman’s outfitters. Similarly streets
like Bury Street and Duke Street St. James’s
are not simply lined with art dealers but have
international reputations for specialist forms
of art. These unique characteristics need to be
recognised in the preparation of SPG.
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Such a fine grained approach to SPG, focusing
on the historic core of St. James’s will provide
a more robust basis for assessing applications
for change of use to Class A3.
4.79 ‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ recommended
that a new St. James’s Policy Area be
designated within the UDP. Westminster City
Council chose not to adopt that approach and
the opportunity for doing so has now passed.
Nevertheless with the Council’s intention to
publish further SPG there is an opportunity
to address the issue of the unique character
of St. James’s as guidance moves forward.
Supplementary Planning Guidance for the St.
James’s area should define the character and
function of the area in land use terms. This
would then complement the work which has
been done on the Conservation Area Audits
which address the character and appearance
of buildings and other elements of the
public realm.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
POLICY CONTEXT
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5.

CONDITION COMPLIANCE

INTRODUCTION
5.1

When planning permission is granted it is
often on a conditional basis. The power to
impose conditions when granting planning
permission is very wide. If used properly,
conditions can enhance the quality of
development and enable many development
proposals to proceed where it would
otherwise have been necessary to refuse
planning permission.

5.3

The Circular also notes that the operation
of the planning system should command
public confidence. ‘The sensitive use of
conditions can improve development control
and enhance that confidence. The use of
conditions in an unreasonable way, however,
so that it proves impractical or inexpedient to
enforce them, will damage confidence and
should be avoided.’

5.2

Government Circular 11/95: The Use of
Conditions in Planning Permission stresses
that conditions should be seen to be fair,
reasonable and practicable. Conditions
should only be imposed where they are
necessary, relevant both to planning and to
the development to be permitted, enforceable,
precise and reasonable in all other respects.
In particular when considering whether a
condition is necessary authorities should ask
themselves whether planning permission
would have to be refused if the requirements
of that condition were not imposed. If it
would not, then the condition needs special
and precise justification.

5.4

Conditions can be formulated on the basis of
an applicant suggesting to the local planning
authority that they would be content to limit
the proposed development in some way or
by the local authority seeking to control the
potential impacts of a development.

5.5

A fundamental feature of the planning system
is the enforcement function. Where the local
planning authority considers that there has
been a breach of planning control they may
take enforcement action where they consider
it expedient to do so. Without effective
sanctions the planning process becomes a
series of empty threats and promises.

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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5.6

The first stage of enforcement action is an
inspection to ascertain whether a breach of
planning control is taking place. Westminster
City Council investigates all reported
breaches of planning control but gives special
priority to:



The loss of permanent residential units;



The loss of residential amenity (e.g. noise
disturbance);



Any works to listed buildings.

5.7

In terms of the impact of A3 uses on the local
environment, there is also a set of controls
which run parallel to the planning consent
and its conditions. This is provided through
licensing controls which govern liquor licences
for bars and restaurants.

CASE STUDIES
5.8

One of the key driving forces behind this
study has been the view held by a number of
Trustees that the impact of A3 uses on the
local area is not being adequately monitored
and controlled. The general impacts of A3
uses have been referred to in Sections 2 and
4 of this report. In this section the results
of a review of the effectiveness of planning
conditions relating to four premises is
presented.
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5.9

In agreement with the Trust four properties
were selected to assess how planning
conditions relating to A3 premises were being
complied with. The choice of premises was
focused on newer and larger premises which
are assumed to have the greatest impact on
neighbouring properties. The selection also
took into account those premises where there
are bar areas (vertical drinking) as well as
seated diners.

5.10 The premises chosen for this more detailed
assessment were:


Quaglinos, 16 Bury Street;



Shumi, 23-26 St. James's Street;



Just St. James 12 St. James's Street;



The Avenue; 7-9 St. James's Street;

5.11 Each of these establishments is considered in
turn.
Quaglinos
5.12 Quaglinos opened in 1993 on the site of the
old Quaglinos which was one of London’s
most famous ‘society restaurants’ and was
originally established in 1929.

5.13 Opening hours are:
Monday - Sunday: 12noon - 3.00pm
5.30pm - 12midnight
(Friday and Saturday until 1.00am; Sunday
until 11.00pm)
5.14 Planning permission for the restaurant was
granted by Westminster City Council in July
1992. Four conditions were attached. The first
condition related to the noise generated from
plant and the need to avoid audible noise
or vibration to be transmitted to adjoining
premises through the structure of the building.
This is intended to safeguard the amenity of
occupiers of adjoining properties and the area
generally.
5.15 Condition 2 provides for the details of the
means of ventilation for the extraction and
dispersal of cooking smells to be submitted
and approved by the Council before the
restaurant use commences. Again the reason
for the condition is to safeguard the amenity
of adjoining residents and to protect the
general environment.
5.16 The remaining two conditions relate to the
materials to be used for external works and
specified that loading and unloading of goods
should only be carried out within the curtilage
of the building.
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5.17 Members of the study team have witnessed
several staff at a time in the service yard at
the rear of Quaglinos attending litter/service
matters as well as smoking and talking. The
yard does have an echo chamber quality
with solid walls on all sides so any vehicle
maneuvering for deliveries, waste collection
and glass recycling etc. must be significant for
adjoining residential properties.
Shumi
5.18 Prior to Shumi opening at the end of 2003 the
premises were occupied as a restaurant called
Che. Planning consent was granted in 1997
for ‘alterations including extension of plant
room at roof level and use of sub-basement,
part ground floor and whole of first floor as a
bar and restaurant (Class A3)’. The premises
operate on the basis of a bar at ground floor
level and a restaurant at first floor.
5.19 Opening hours are:
Monday - Saturday:
5.30pm - 11.00pm

12noon - 3.00pm

(Sunday: 12noon - 4.00pm)

5.20 A total of 14 conditions were attached to
the consent. Most of the conditions relate to
physical works although a number relate to
the use of the premises. Condition 6 states
‘Notwithstanding the provisions of Class A3 of
the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes)
Order 1997… no food or drink of any kind for
consumption off the premises shall be sold on
the premises.’ The reason for this condition
was as follows: ‘In granting this permission,
the City Council has had regard to the policies
set out in SS13 of the UDP and considers that
planning permission would have been refused
for unrestricted use within Class A3 of the Use
Classes Order’.
5.21 Condition 7 stated that the use ‘shall not
be carried on except between the hours of
09.00 hours to 01.00 hours the following
day’. This condition was imposed ‘to
safeguard the character of this part of the St.
James’s Conservation Area and to safeguard
the amenity of the occupiers of adjoining
properties’. Remaining conditions related
to the noise emanating from plant and its
hours of operation, maintenance of a refuse
store, access for the disabled and loading and
unloading. The condition in relation to loading
and unloading specified that this should only be
carried out within the curtilage of the building.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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5.22 An informative advises the applicant that ‘in
the case of a restaurant or similar use, the
hours of operation specified by this planning
permission should be interpreted to refer
to the hours during which customers may
be present on the premises. The latest time,
therefore refers to the time by which the final
customers should have left the premises. The
hours of operation may be further restricted
by the Council’s Licensing Sub-Committee
should the operation also require a licence.’
5.23 It should be noted that the hours permitted by
the planning consent are much broader than
the actual opening hours or those permitted
by the licence
Just St. James
5.24 Just St. James which is located on the corner of
St. James’s Street and King Street was formerly a
bank. The ground floor of 12 St. James’s Street
is known as Just St. James and the basement
which has an address of 19 King Street is a bar
/ brasserie known as Just Oriental. The premises
have separate entrances although access
between the two is easily achievable inside the
building with the rest room for both facilities
provided in the basement.
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5.25 The opening hours of Just St. James are:
Monday - Friday:

12noon - 3.00pm

Monday - Saturday

6.00pm - 11.00pm

Saturday - Sunday

11.30am - 4.30pm

plant.
A public inquiry was held in January 1999
to determine an appeal against WCC’s
decision to refuse planning permission for
partial demolition behind retained facades
including retained ground floor banking hall
in connection with new building including a
wine bar at basement level and restaurant at
ground floor level.

5.26 The opening hours of Just Oriental are:
Monday - Friday:

12noon - 11.30pm

Saturday

6.00pm - 11.30pm

5.27 In July 2004 Just Oriental was granted a new
Public Entertainment Licence allowing it to
stay open until 1.00am.
5.28 Planning consent was originally granted in
April 1994 for redevelopment behind retained
facades (St. James’s Street and King Street
elevations), incorporating retained ground
floor banking hall, to provide offices on
basement, ground and five upper floors,
residential at sixth floor level and rooftop

5.29 In February 1999 planning consent was
granted on appeal for the proposed
development subject to a number of
conditions. Of the 13 conditions, 9 related
to design and implementation issues and the
remaining 4 concerned use and the protection
of residential amenity. These were as follows:
4.

the premises shall be used at basement level
as a wine bar with no more than 250 patrons;
and at ground floor level as a restaurant with
no more than 200 covers. It shall not include
any “take-away” facilities or be used for any
other purpose (including any other purpose
in Class A3 of the Schedule to the Town and
Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, or
in any provision equivalent to that Class in any
statutory instrument revoking and re-enacting
that Order with or without modification);
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5.

the use hereby permitted shall not be open to
customers outside the following times: 09.00
hours to 01.00 hours daily;

6.

no amplified or other music shall be played
in the premises outside the following times:
09.00 hours to 01.00 hours daily;

7.

the plant and associated equipment hereby
approved shall be so constructed to ensure
that the noise generated will not increase the
background noise level (LA90, 15 minutes) as
measured 1 metre from the nearest window
of the nearest affected property by more
than 2 Db (A). The new plant shall not cause
any audible noise or perceptible vibration to
be transmitted through the structure of the
building and to adjacent buildings;

5.30 It should be noted that in reaching her
decision the Inspector identified the main
issue as being the effect of the proposed
change of use of the basement and ground
floor to Class A3 on the living conditions of
adjacent occupiers by reason of late night
noise disturbance and car parking problems.
The Council’s case was that A3 uses generate
more people in the street, the presence of
additional cars looking for parking spaces, the
presence of parked cars and the presence of
taxis dropping off, picking up and waiting.

The Council also presented the case that
the introduction of further A3 uses into St.
James’s would have harmful cumulative
effects by changing the character of the area
and diminishing amenity.
5.31 While accepting that there would be an
increase in the number of cars and taxi
movements, the Inspector concluded that the
expected increase in noise levels would be
inconsequential particularly when considered
in the context of the significant noise
from road traffic. As a result the Inspector
concluded that the change of use would
not have a significant effect on the living
conditions of adjacent occupiers.
5.32 The Inspector also considered the effect of the
proposals on the character of the Conservation
Area. She noted that the parties had agreed
that the character in the vicinity of the appeal
site was constituted by first, the built fabric of
the Street, secondly the residential and quasiresidential uses including clubs and thirdly the
small and specialist retail uses.
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5.33 While the planning consent for the premises
specifies that the occupancy shall not exceed
250 patrons in the wine bar and 200 covers
in the restaurant, the licence identifies an
overall seating capacity of 280 (recently
reduced to 210) for the wine bar and 200 for
the restaurant. Further the London Fire and
Civil Defence Authority specify ‘the maximum
number of people including staff shall not
exceed: mezzanine 55 persons, ground 220
persons and basement for toilet and staff use
only while main staircase not available’.
5.34 In the case of Just St. James the opening hours
permitted by the planning consent extend
beyond the actual opening hours and those
permitted by the licence. In the case of Just
Oriental the recently permitted licence allows
the premises to open until 1.00am which
corresponds with the planning consent.
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The Avenue
5.35 The Avenue opened in December 1995. Its
advertised opening hours are:
Monday - Sunday:

12noon - 3.00pm

5.45pm - 12midnight
(Friday and Saturday until 12.30am;
Sunday from 7.00pm)
5.36 Planning consent was granted in 1995 for
‘external alterations including new shopfronts
in St. James’s Street and Crown Passage and
full height extract duct to rear, in connection
with the use of the ground floor and
basement as a restaurant (Class A3)’.
5.37 Five conditions were attached to the consent.
These related to the materials to be used
externally, the colour of the duct and the
noise generated by the plant and associated
equipment. The reason for the condition
in relation to noise was to safeguard the
amenity of occupiers of adjoining residential
properties and the area generally. There were
no planning conditions applied in relation to
the operation of the restaurant. However an
informative stated:

‘In the case of a restaurant or similar use,
the hours of operation specified by condition
should be interpreted to refer to the hours
during which customers may be present on
the premises. The latest time, therefore, refers
to the time by which the final customers
should have left the premises.’
5.38 A recently published listings magazine ‘A
MetroLife Guide to London Out of Hours’ has
some significant comments about how A3
premises in St. James’s are regarded by the
media. The Avenue is described as ‘large and
busy…the atmosphere lively’, while Quaglinos
is highlighted as ‘…the incredibly high
volume of customers…’ with both premises
listed under the title ‘Midnight Feasts’. The
section on Members’ Bars describes Aura as
‘…popular with younger members of the
in-crowd such as boyband Blue. The place
doesn’t really kick off until late evening…’ It
is one of only 8 venues highlighted under the
section ‘Beat the Bouncers’.
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OVERVIEW OF PLANNING CONDITIONS
5.39 It is clear from the summary of planning
conditions reviewed above that the scope
of conditions has changed over time. The
most obvious example of this is the fact
that previously planning conditions did
not attempt to control either the hours of
operation nor the level of occupancy. The
most recent decisions relating to Shumi and
Just St. James impose conditions relating to
hours of operation while the latter approval
also specified a level of occupancy in terms of
patrons and covers.
5.40 It should also be noted that the Inspector who
approved the Just St. James development
referred to the controls over operating hours
imposed on the Shumi development. It is
therefore apparent that hours of operation
can be reasonably restricted through planning
conditions although the examples highlighted
set broad parameters.
5.41 Conditions relating to hours of operation,
operational noise of plant and the occupancy
levels of premises are a reflection of the
increasing focus on the potential effect of
A3 uses on the living conditions of adjacent
occupiers and the impact on local amenity and
character.

5.42 The use of conditions to address environmental
problems associated with entertainment uses
reflects the long-standing practice of not
opposing development where its adverse
effects can be readily controlled by conditions.
However, the need for increasing numbers of
more complex conditions to allow development
to go ahead suggests that A3 developments
are potentially becoming more problematic and
point to the need for the effective monitoring
of conditions to ensure their compliance.
5.43 An additional feature of conditions to control
the impact of development on local amenity
is the limitation of scope. This can be seen
through condition 4 of the Just St. James
approval which limited the scope to change
between uses within Class A3. By preventing
changes to take-away or other uses within
Class A3 the Inspector sought to control the
potential impact of the use on local amenity
and in doing so acknowledged that different
uses within the same use class have different
impacts, a factor now endorsed through
proposed changes to the Use Classes Order.
The advice of Circular 13/87 (Changes of Use
of Buildings and Other Land: The Town and
Country Planning Use Classes Order 1987) is
that conditions restricting change of use within
a Use Class may be justified in order to address
significant local problems.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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5.44 As set out in the Executive Summary, the
Council has attempted to restrict the growth
of A3 uses in St. James’s through refusing
planning applications. Unfortunately Inspectors
have not supported this stance. Evidence from
appeal decisions in relation to Just St. James
(12 St. James’s Street) and 7-8 Bennet Street
demonstrate that Inspectors do not believe
that the St. James’s area is saturated with A3
uses. In the case of the former the Inspector
concluded ‘that the proposed A3 uses would
be in accordance with the aims of the UDP
for the CAZ’ and that the level of activity
outside the proposed A3 uses ‘would not be
inconsistent with the comings and goings of
people from the well established clubs within
the vicinity’. In relation to the latter property
the Inspector notes that ‘The St. James’s
Conservation Trust is concerned about the
saturation of A3 uses in the area and argues
that the proposal would detract from the
dignified character of the area. I recognise the
importance of these concerns but I consider
that they are misplaced in the present case.’
He continues ‘…although parts of the Central
Activities Zone clearly do have a concentration
of A3 uses, I do not consider that this is the
case in this part of the area.’ Clearly the City
Council needs stronger planning policies and
guidance if it is to successfully withstand
further A3 uses in the St. James’s area.
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ASSESSING CONDITION COMPLIANCE
5.45 Having recorded the planning conditions
pertaining to the four properties selected for
review field work was undertaken to assess
whether they were being complied with.
Site visits were undertaken at various times
during the course of the study between
February and September. ‘Walk-past’ surveys
were undertaken during daytime (12.00noon
- 3.00pm) and in the early evenings (6.00pm
- 7.00pm) on Mondays to Fridays. More indepth surveys were also undertaken involving
visits to premises and observing activity in the
adjoining areas over the period from 8.00pmmidnight on both weekdays and weekends
(Fridays and Saturdays).
5.46 From the overview of planning conditions
above it is apparent that the conditions are
limited in their scope and do not address the
impact of the uses on the local environment.
On all the occasions when visits were made to
premises it was apparent that the capacity limits
at Just St. James (the only case study where
the capacity was controlled through planning
condition) were not being exceeded. (It was
also apparent that the capacity levels specified
through licensing controls at all four properties
were not exceeded during the site visits.)

However a ‘snap-shot’ survey of this type does
not necessarily (and is unlikely to) identify the
occasions when the impacts arising from the
properties are greatest. For instance anecdotal
evidence of a party at Just Oriental associated
with the Brit Awards caused significant
local disturbance in terms of noise from the
premises, the noise of people arriving and
leaving the premises, and the presence of
vehicles including taxis dropping off, picking
up and waiting which caused disruption to
traffic in the local area. These were also the
issues highlighted by the City Council at the
Public Inquiry into the proposed change of use
for the property in 1999.
5.47 Members of the Trust have seen evidence
of parties at venues in St. James’s which
have a detrimental impact on the local area.
Such events have in the past involved red
carpets being placed across the footway
and pedestrian movement being curtailed
by barriers intended to control crowds and
photographers. ‘Security’ people who operate
at such events have also caused concern while
stretch limousines cause particular traffic
problems. Typically such events which are
known to have taken place at Just St. James
and the Avenue result in guests behaving in a
disorderly manner in the St. James’s area.
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As the character of St. James’s changes in line
with the introduction of new entertainment
uses examples of regrettable behaviour
including street urination have been witnessed
in the area. Staff at 50 St. James’s have
also reported to members of the Trust that
customers from Aura at 48-49 St. James’s
Street have been seen vomiting on the
pavement outside the premises.



Particularly during warmer weather there
is a tendency for restaurants and bars to
have doors open to increase ventilation. The
resultant sound of customers and music can
be significant even against the background
traffic noise. Just St. James occasionally has its
main entrance held open while Just Oriental
has doors / windows open on both the King
Street and St. James's Street frontages. The
ground floor bar of Shumi was also held open
on occasions as was the entrance to Quaglinos
which was particularly significant because of
the noise from music rising from the basement
restaurant.



At a number of premises in St. James's (not
only the four subject to review) there is a
tendency for the staff to congregate around
emergency exists / service yards during their
breaks. These areas tend to have lower
ambient noise levels and therefore the sound
of staff talking late at night is noticeable and
can cause disturbance to residents. In addition
the sound of rubbish, particularly bottles,
being removed to service yards can also cause
disturbance.



The most significant feature of visits to the
area to assess the impact of A3 uses was in
terms of activities associated with pubs.

5.48 Members of the study team have witnessed
evidence of crowd noise in King Street around
closing time. Shouts and the hailing of taxis
were audible against the background noise of
alcohol fuelled merriment.
5.49 Although survey work did not extend much
beyond midnight it appears unlikely that the
planning conditions which do not permit
customers to be on the premises at Just St.
James and Che beyond 1.00am would have
been exceeded since both restaurants have
closing hours of 11.00pm. However, it is
noted that the recent extension to the Public
Entertainment Licence for Just Oriental allows
it to stay open until 1.00am.
5.50 While there was no evidence recorded of
planning conditions not being complied with
during site visits, some of the observations
from the visits are significant:
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On Friday nights in particular some pubs in St.
James's were characterised by rowdy drinkers
standing outside. In some cases, though not
all, this was associated with pubs being full
inside. The situation on Saturdays was very
different with some of the pubs which had
been nosier earlier in the week not open on
Saturday evenings. Such a feature is a very
clear expression of the character of St. James's
which is very different from neighbouring
areas to the east particularly on Saturdays.


As one moves east, past Regent Street and
particularly to Haymarket and beyond, the
character of the area in terms of the type
of A3 use and other entertainment uses
changes significantly. There is a tendency
towards larger and noisier premises and
a higher concentration of A3 premises.
Further, the number of people congregating
outside premises or moving between them
increases significantly from the quiet areas
of St. James's. This is especially noticeable
on Saturday nights. At the same time the
character of people on the streets in St.
James's changes as one moves east reflecting
the changing nature of uses and the changed
character of the area over recent years.
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Some A3 premises in St. James's (together
with nightclubs and casinos) have doormen to
monitor activity (and in some cases generate
a queue as an advertisement) and address
security issues. Quaglinos and Aura (48-49 St.
James's Street) both employ doormen.

5.51 Some of these matters are capable of control
through planning conditions. For instance door
lobbies can assist in limiting noise provided that
doors are not held open. Some matters may be
capable of control through licensing conditions
and some relate to good management practice
which should be encouraged through the
entertainment industry.
5.52 Even based on a simple review of the planning
conditions attached to four properties it is
clear that controls over the impact of A3 uses
are being increased. However, the evidence
from field work to assess their compliance
reveals that the issue is not simply whether
planning conditions are being complied
with but whether planning conditions are
an effective and appropriate mechanism for
controlling the impacts. The City Council
should review whether its planning conditions
in relation to the control of A3 uses are being
used effectively and whether it has adequate
resources to address compliance with
conditions. Measures which the City Council
should consider are:



reviewing conditions to further restrict
opening hours in order to protect
residential amenity;



A3 premises should be required to display
planning conditions in a way which is
comparable to the display of licensing
conditions. In this way it will be easier for
interested parties to monitor condition
compliance and advise Council officers of any
breaches;



A3 premises which host events which result in
over 50% of their capacity being for a single
booking should be required to register the
event with the City Council. In this way the
management of the premises at a time of
particular stress can be closely monitored.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.53 The review of condition compliance has shown
that planning conditions have become more
focused on controlling the environmental
impact of A3 uses and protecting residential
amenity over time. Conditions are also
commonly applied to physical works which can
in themselves help protect residential amenity.
5.54 No evidence was found during field work
that planning conditions were exceeding the
guidance set out by government in Circular
11/95 although the use of conditions may
need further review to ensure that they are
being used to their full extent by the City
Council. The City Council should consider
whether it can use its planning conditions
more effectively within the context of
government guidelines. Suggestions include
comparing conditions with those applied on
A3 uses by other central London boroughs
(Camden, Kensington and Chelsea, Islington
and Hackney), looking at tighter controls over
occupancy and opening hours in particular and
considering whether it has adequate resources
to assess condition compliance and undertake
enforcement action.

5.55 The field work has also shown that there is
sporadic evidence (including local community
anecdotes) that planning conditions are not
being complied with. However this is possibly
a consequence of:


The field work not recording the excess of
activity which was reported anecdotally;



Planning conditions imposed in the past
have not addressed environmental / amenity
concerns to the same extent as today;



Planning controls being restricted in the
extent to which they can be used to control
environmental nuisance.

5.56 In future it is recommended that the Trust
instigates a formal mechanism for the
monitoring of anecdotal evidence of alleged
breaches of planning and licensing controls.
This should record such features as the date,
time and key features of any alleged breach
together with the name of witnesses who
may be able to corroborate the allegation. The
Trust should encourage such vigilance through
its newsletter and should report activities
to City Council officers with copies to ward
councillors.
5.57 At present there is no formal mechanism
for co-ordinating the controls over licensed
premises in terms of planning and licensing

conditions although in February 2005 such
co-ordinated action will be possible when
the City Council assumes the role of licensing
authority as well as its current role as local
planning authority. This opportunity to
combine controls and subsequently the
monitoring/enforcement roles must be
grasped by the City Council to ensure that
the impacts of A3 uses are properly addressed
through a higher priority for enforcement and
additional resources.
5.58 Monitoring of conditions needs to have a
higher priority in the future as a pre-cursor to
enforcement action. Enforcement action is a
controlling measure which can lead to legal
sanctions. A change of emphasis which sees
monitoring the effectiveness of conditions
to ensure that the impacts are addressed
should be considered. While enforcement
action is seen as a means of preventing or
stopping a situation which is a breach of a
planning consent, monitoring should be seen
as a means of providing the local planning
authority with evidence that conditions (either
imposed by the Council or Planning Inspectors)
are effective. Monitoring should test not only
compliance with an individual consent but also
whether the type of control which is being
applied is effective and meets the tests set out
in Circular 11/95.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.3

THE EXTENT AND GROWTH OF
ENTERTAINMENT USES
6.1

6.2

This study presents (at Appendix 1) a database
of information relating to A3 uses which
highlights the extent of food and drink
establishments in the St. James’s area. Its main
purpose is to provide an objective basis for the
consideration of the extent and operation of
A3 uses. The database will remain an effective
tool as long as it is kept up to date and
therefore the Trust is recommended to work
with the City Council to ensure that it remains
robust and updated.
Data presented in Section 2 and Appendix
2 shows that in the last 10-15 years there
has been a rapid growth in the number and
impact of entertainment uses in general and
A3 uses in particular throughout Westminster.
This situation is replicated in the St. James’s
area. It is recommended that the material
relating to the growth of A3 and other
entertainment uses is also kept up to date in
order to be able to provide effective evidence
at public inquiries.

There is an expectation by professional
advisors and local authorities that the growth
in entertainment uses will continue in the
future and that the impacts in terms of crime
and disorder, anti-social behaviour, noise and
the difficulties in providing Council services
will worsen unless effective action is taken to
regulate this growth. Assuming that further
growth of A3 uses takes place, as seems likely,
then the remaining traditional character of the
area is unlikely to survive.

CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT POLICY
6.4

In response to the rapid growth in
entertainment uses nationally, the Government
has updated planning policy guidance and
is in the process of revising the Use Classes
Order. Such changes recognise the different
impacts which arise from uses which are
currently covered by Class A3 (restaurants, bars,
takeaways) and is therefore to be welcomed. It
will provide a further means of control where
it is proposed to change restaurants to pubs
for instance although it is unlikely to have a
significant effect in St. James’s. In addition,
the blurring of the distinction between A1 and
A3 uses also needs to be kept under review as
coffee shops / sandwich bars take on more of
the characteristics and result in similar impacts
as those affecting A3 uses.
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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6.5

6.6

The Licensing Act 2003 will bring about
a fundamental shift in the way in which
premises are licensed. It will provide local
authorities with responsibility for liquor
licences as well as public entertainment
licences and planning applications. While the
Licensing Act will provide local authorities
with new responsibilities in connection with
the administration of licensing functions, in
practice it will provide them with negligible
additional controls. Planning powers will
remain the primary means of regulating A3
uses and will need to be robust and well
founded. Legal opinion obtained by the Trust
which is set out in paragraphs 4.13-4.15
indicates that the City Council’s draft licensing
policies, if implemented, can be successfully
challenged in the courts.
The Licensing Act also promotes the idea of
flexible opening hours for licensed premises. A
wide ranging debate about the effectiveness
of such a measure is underway and the Trust
is recommended to monitor the introduction
of the new legislation and to engage in the
debate where appropriate. A similar approach
is recommended with respect to measures
emerging from the Alcohol Harm Reduction
Strategy (see paragraph 3.15).
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CHANGES TO THE LOCAL POLICY
CONTEXT
6.7

In response to the growth in the number and
impact of entertainment uses Westminster City
Council has undertaken reviews of its licensing
and planning powers.

6.8

Westminster’s planning policies which are
contained in its Unitary Development Plan
(UDP) have recently been revised and the Trust
has contributed to the evolving policies by
submitting representations to the Council.

6.9

The representations highlighted the threat
of further A3 uses on the unique character
of St. James’s and suggested changes to the
policies in the UDP to reflect this concern.
While the Council has not made all the
significant changes to policies in response
to the representations of the Trust it has
acknowledged their concerns. Following
from the confirmation of the statutory
planning policies new Supplementary Planning
Guidance (SPG) will provide further guidance
to applicants about the issues which will be
addressed by the Council when considering
planning applications.

6.10 It should also highlight the difference in
character between the historic core of St.
James’s and areas further east, making
reference to the different types of people
who frequent these areas. There should be
a recognition that resisting pressure for A3
growth in the West End Stress Area and
Leicester Square is leading to pressure in
St. James’s and consequently a detrimental
impact on its character. This change is also
being brought about by changes to other
land uses including the development of large
floorplate office blocks.
6.11 It is essential that the new SPG recognises the
unique character of St. James’s and provides
guidance in the context of the local area and
its needs. To date material relating to the
character and function of St. James’s has
either concentrated on the physical form of
the area or been too superficial and broad
based. It should highlight the contribution
which different uses and activities make to
the area especially the members’ clubs, fine
art auctioneers, and art dealers together with
specialist and long established retail uses. It is
also essential that the SPG reflects the historic
core of St. James’s rather than a more widely
defined area.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
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6.12 The social and physical character of St. James’s
has changed significantly over recent decades
even though conditions relating to planning
applications have been complied with and
therefore dramatic action is needed by the
City Council if these forces of change are not
to result in the complete loss of the unique
character of St. James’s over the next
few decades.
6.13 The Trust shares the UDP Inquiry Inspector’s
view that the ‘frontier issue’ needed to be
addressed to prevent new A3 uses being
located immediately outside the Stress Areas in
places like St. James’s. The City Council chose
not to introduce the concept of a ‘buffer zone’
(see paragraph 4.44) but intends that the
SPG will assist in identifying the differences in
character and function from the areas within
the Stress Areas to those outside the Stress
Areas, inside and outside the CAZ. It is vital
that the City Council follows this approach
and the present study will assist in this work.
The City Council’s explanation for rejecting
the concept of the buffer zone is inadequate
and the decision is potentially very harmful to
the St. James’s area. The UDP Inquiry Inspector
recognised that the creation of a buffer zone
would reduce the tendency for Class A3 or
similarly restricted uses to congregate around
the exclusion zone.

He noted that if that were to happen then
the basic aims and purposes of the policies
might well be frustrated. The City Council is
intending to address the frontier issue through
the revised SPG.

FURTHER CONTROLS OVER A3 USES
6.14 The study has also considered whether
conditions attached to planning consents
either by Westminster City Council or by
Inspectors on appeal decisions are complied
with. This issue relates to the Trustees
concerns that the impact of A3 uses is not
being adequately monitored and controlled.
A review of the effectiveness of conditions
relating to four properties was undertaken
to establish lessons for the application of
conditions in the future.
6.15 The review of published material, planning
conditions and site survey work has resulted in
the following conclusions:


conditions generally relate to physical works
and the environmental impact of the use
and are generally applied in accordance with
Government guidance;

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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as the impacts of A3 uses have become of
increasing concern the number and complexity
of conditions has increased;
planning conditions cannot relate to matters
which are covered by other legislation and
therefore some issues relating to management
and operation of restaurants are controlled
through licensing powers;
the City Council should continuously monitor
whether its planning conditions are effective
by monitoring premises rather than by solely
responding to alleged breaches of planning
control reported by the public;
anecdotal evidence has been provided which
demonstrates that parties at venues in St.
James’s have a detrimental impact on the local
area by reason of restrictions to pedestrian
movement, the behaviour of ‘security’ people
in managing crowds, noise from guests and
traffic disruption. Other anti-social behaviour
witnessed in St. James’s includes street
urination and vomiting;
planning controls provide the primary means
of regulating A3 uses while the powers to be
exercised through licensing controls under the
new legislative regime can be expected to be
limited;
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the City Council should review the use of
planning conditions in relation to A3 uses and
should further restrict opening hours in order
to protect residential amenity;

‘Conserving Historic St. James’s’ sets out the

A3 premises should be required to display
planning conditions in a way which is
comparable to the display of licensing
conditions. In this way it will be easier for
interested parties to monitor condition
compliance and advise Council officers of any
breaches;

mixed specialist uses and buildings whose origins

A3 premises which host events which result in
over 50% of their capacity being for a single
booking should be required to register the
event with the City Council. In this way the
management of the premises at a time of
particular stress can be closely monitored;

serious threat from the growth in A3 uses generally

while planning appeals such as those relating
to 7-8 Bennett Street and Just St. James have
demonstrated the City Council’s intention
to prevent the unacceptable growth of
entertainment uses in St. James’s they have
also revealed a lack of robust evidence and
effective policies to defend that position. The
material contained within this study should
assist in relation to the former while the new
SPG must provide the basis of the latter.

impact on the character of St. James’s. The lessons of

elements which makes the St. James’s area special.
It states ‘…the core area of St. James’s retains
a mutually supporting blend of historic layout,
remain relevant to today’s central London activities
with examples of interventions from each century
that have enriched these unique qualities…’ The
St. James’s area’s mix of uses and activities is
constantly changing but the essential character
remains unchanged. Nevertheless the area is under
throughout London and in particular the spread
of such uses westwards from the West End Stress
Area focused on Leicester Square. The St. James’s
Conservation Trust is committed to preventing the
spread and growth of A3 uses and to control their
the study should assist in meeting that challenge.
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Figure 1.1 - Study area / St. James’s Conservation Trust area of interest
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Figure 2.1 - West End stress area
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Piccadilly
1.

Terrace at Le Meridien, 21 Piccadilly
W1
020 7465 1642

Restaurant

Mon-Sat 12N-14.30
16.00-23.00
Sun: 12.30-14.30
18.00-23.30

2.

Criterion Grill,
224 Piccadilly, W1
020 7930 0488

Restaurant

1995

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 15/11/1983
Supper Hours Certificate granted
15/11/1983
Extended Hours Order Granted:
15/11/1983
Special Hours Certificate granted
on 03/09/1985
Supper Hours Certificate granted
on 20/11/2001

Mon-Sat 12N-2.30pm
5.30-11pm

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions

SC: 598

Licence Originally Granted:
03/1992

3.

Garfunkels,
215 Piccadilly, SW1
020 7560 2000

Restaurant

1980’s

SC: 100

Licence Type: On Licence with
conditions
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Licence Originally Granted:
02/1997

4.

The Red Room & Studio Lounge at
Waterstones, 203-206 Piccadilly

Bar & Restaurant

1999

8.30am-11pm MonSat; midday-6pm Sun

Licence Type: Justices’ on Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original Grant: 03/08/99
Supper Hours Certificate: 07/09/99
Childrens’ Certificate: 07/12/99
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Unit ID

Name & Address

5.

Gala Casino, 196 Piccadilly W1
020 7534 7600

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Casino/Bar/Restaurant

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Mon Sat: - 3.00 am
Sun: - 12.30 am

Licence Details

Comments

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Special Hours Certificate Granted:
07/02
No of persons allowed: 410
Licence Originally Granted:
07/2002

Piccadilly
6.

Biagio Cafe,
189 Piccadilly, W1
020 7434 1921

Restaurant

Licence Originally
Granted: 12/1998
Mon-Sat 12pm11,30pm

Licence Type: On Licence with
conditions
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
No of persons allowed: 50 on the
Ground Floor 30 on 1st Floor and
45 on the Basement.

7.

Fortnum & Mason 181 Piccadilly W1
020 7973 4140

Restaurant/Bars

8

Fountain Restaurant
@ Fortnum and Mason
181 Piccadilly W1
[entrance via Jermyn Street]

Restaurant

9

Richoux
171 Piccadilly
London W1

1914

Mon-Sat 08:30-20:00;
Sun Closed

Licence Type: Justices’ On Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate Granted:
12/97
Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original Grant: 13/2/1962
Supper Hours Certificate: 03/09/85
Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 15/11/1983
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Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Caviar House,
161 Piccadilly, SW1
020 7409 0445

Boutique & restaurant

1993

Lunch:
Mon-Sat: 12am-3pm
Dinner:
Mon-Fri: 7pm-10pm

The Wolseley,
160 Piccadilly / 1 Arlington Street, W1
020 7499 6996

Restaurant & Bar

Opened 2003?

Unit ID

Name & Address

10

11

Was China House

Sc: 35
Mon-Sat: 7.00am12M
Sun: 9.00am-23.00

SC: 160
12

Ritz Casino,
150-153 Piccadilly, W1
7300 2308

Casino

13

Ritz Hotel

Hotel/Restaurant

14

150 Piccadilly, W1
020 7300 2308
Cavalry & Guards
127 Piccadilly
London W1J 7PX

Private Club

15

Royal Air Force Club 128 Piccadilly
W1,
020 7399 1000
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1886

1918

Licence Details
Licence Type: On Licence with
conditions
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Licence Originally Granted:
03/1999
Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate Granted:
02/2002
Licence Originally Granted:
09/2001

Mon-Sat until 3.00am
Sunday until 12.30
Licence Originally
Granted: 08/2002

Licence Type: On Licence with
conditions
Liquor Type: All Descriptions

Mon-Sun 7-10.30am
12.30-2.30pm 611.30pm (Sun -10.30)
SC: 400
SC 266

Licence Type: On Licence with
conditions
Liquor Type: All Descriptions

11.30 – 22.00

Licence Type: Justices’ on Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 06/08/02
Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 23/5/1995

Comments

Park Place

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 16.7.2002

Zurich Financial
Services

Arlington Street
16
William Kent House
22 Arlington Street
London
SW1A 1RW
17

Le Caprice, 19 Arlington Street, SW1
7629 2239

Restaurant

1981

Mon to Sun 12am
– 12pm

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 22.05.1962
Supper Hours Certificate granted
22.05.1962
Extended Hours Order granted
14.02.1978

100+

Bennet Street
18

Blue Posts, Bennet Street SW1
7493 3350

Public House

Late 19th Century

Mon to Fri: 11pm; Sat:
9pm; Sun: 6pm
60?

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant 25.12.1903
Supper Hours Certificate Granted
2.3.1971
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Park Place

19

St James’s Club, Park Place, SW1

5* Residential Club

1857

Mon-Sun; 7.30am
– 12pm
150

20

Royal Overseas League, Over-seas
House, Park Place, St James’s Place

Licensed Restaurant
Mon-Fri 12,30pm-2,30pm& 7pm10pm
Sat: 6pm-10pm

Blue Ball Yard
21

Stafford (The), Blue Ball Yard, SW1
7493 0111

Restaurant

1764

Mon-Sun: 12.30-2.30
Sat: closed for lunch.
Mon-Sat 6-10.30
Sun 6.30-9.30
180
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Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper hours Certificate
09/05/1995
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

St James’s Street
22

Dukes, 35 St James’s Place, SW1
7491 4840

Hotel Restaurant
& Bar

1994

Mon-Sun: 12.30pm
– 9.45pm
70

23

Royal Ocean Yacht Club, St James’s
Place, SW1
7493 2248

Private Club

1925

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions*
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 15/05/1969
*Conditions:
No Off Sales
No external advertisement of
licensed facilities
No direct access from any street to
bar

Mon to Fri: 10am6pm; Sat & Sun: Close
100

24

Staffords, 16-18 St James’s Place, SW1
7493 0111

Restaurant/Hotel

1764

Mon-Sun 12.30-2.30
Sat: closed for lunch,
Mon-Sat 6-10.30 Sun
6.30-9.30

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20/02/1996
Supper Hours Certificate Granted:
18/06/1996

180
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

St James’s Street
25

Aura
48-49 St James’s Street, SW1
7629 7565

Restaurant

1994

Mon-Sun: Midday11pm

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20/11/2001
Provisional Special Hours Certificate:
06/08/2002
Supper Hours Certificate:
04/03/2003
Supper Hours Certificate:
01/04/2003

26

Casino Amusements, 50 St James’s
Street, SW1
7491 4678

Casino/Restaurant

Opening Date:
1828

Mon-Sun: 2pm-4am

Licence Type: On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 18/06/02
Special Hours Certificate granted:
18/6/02

Brooks, 60 St James’s Street, SW1
7493 1164

Private Members
Club

27

Capacity: 1 member +
6 guests
1775 (1764)

Mon-Sun 7.30am12pm
200

Permitted Hours:
Weekdays: 11,30am-3pm &
5,30pm-11pm
Sunday, Christmas Day and
Good Friday: 12,30pm-2,30pm &
5,30pm-10pm

28

Carlton Club
69 St James’s Street
SW1
7 493 1164

Private Members
Club

1832

Mon- Sun 7.30am12am
SC 200

Permitted Hours:
Week days: 11.30 am-3pm &
5.30pm-11pm
Sunday, Christmas Day and Good
Friday: 12.30pm- 2.30pm & 7pm10pm

29

Suntory, 72-73 St James’s Street, SW1
7409 0201

Restaurant

1979

Mon to Sat 12pm2pm; Mon to Sat
6pm-10pm & Sun
1pm-9pm

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 07/09/1976
Supper Hour Certificate Granted:
12/07/1977
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100

Now closed
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

St James’s Street
30

L’Oranger, 5 St James’s Street, SW1
(part of A-Z Restaurants)
7839 3774

Restaurant

Jan 2001

Mon-Fri: 12pm
– 2.30pm &
Mon-Sat 6.30pm
– 10.45pm. Closed
Sunday
SC 20

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20/07/1993
Supper Hours Certificate granted
07/09/1993

31

Avenue (The)
7-9 St James’s Street, SW1
7321 2111

Restaurant/Bar

Dec 1995

Mon-Thu: 12pm-3pm,
6pm-Midnight, Fri &
Sat: 12pm-3pm, 6pm12.30am. Sun: 12pm3.30pm, 7pm-10pm

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 18/07/1995
Supper Hour Certificate granted:
05/12/1995
Extended Hours Order granted:
01/10/1996
*Conditions1

220

32

Crown Passage Vaults
10 St James’s Street
London
SW1 6PP

33

Just St James’s, 12 St James’s Street,
SW1
7976 2222

See footnote for
licence conditions.

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original grant: 15.11.1994
Bar/Restaurant

2000

Mon-Thu: 12pm-11pm.
Fri & Sat: 11.30am –
midnight
200

34

Just Oriental, Corner of 16 St James’s
/ 19 King Street, SW1 (part of Just
Restaurants)
7930 9292

Bar/Brasserie

June 2001

Mon-Fri 12N-11.30pm
Sat-6pm-11,30pm
280

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions*
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original grant: 19/10/1999
Supper Hours Certificate:
21/11/2000
*Conditions2

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study

See footnote for
licence conditions.
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Licence Type: On Licence with
*Conditions3
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 19/10/1999
Supper Hours Certificate:
21/11/2000
Extensions: Supper Hours Certificate
Granted 01/12/1998
Supper Hours Certificate granted
06/07/1999 and Extended Hours
Order 21/08/2001

See footnote for
licence conditions.

St James’s Street
35

Shumi [previously Che],
23-26 St James’s Street, SW1
7747 9380

Restaurant & Cigar
Bar

1964

Mon-Sat: 12am –
12pm
200

36

Boodle’s (originally Savoir Faire), 28 St
James’s Street, SW1
7930 7166

Private Members
Club

1752 (1752)

Mon-Sun 7.30am12pm
200

37

Fleur, St James’s House, 33 St James’s
Street, SW1 (Gordon Ramsay)
7930 4272

Restaurant

March 1999

Mon to Fri: 12pm2.45pm & Mon to Sat
6.45pm to 11pm. Sun
Closed
100

38

White’s, 37-38 St James’s Street, SW1
7493 6671

Private Club

250 years old
(1736)

Mon-Sun 7.30am12am
300
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Permitted Hours;
Weekdays; 11,30am-3pm &
5,30pm-11pm
Sunday, Christmas Day and Good
Friday 12,30pm-2,30pm & 7pm10pm
Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 09/05/1995
Supper Hours Certificate granted
05/09/1995
Permitted Hours:
Mon-Sat:10am-11pm
Sunday; 12pm-10,30pm
Christmas Day & Good Friday:
closed
Renewed 31/07/03 for 10 years

Recent application
for tables and
chairs in connection
with restaurant on
Economist Plaza
refused.

NOW VACANT

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Ryder Street
39

Balls Brothers
Ryder street entrance,
20 St James’s Street, SW1
020 7321 0882

Bar/Restaurant

1989

Mon-Fri: Midday2.30pm
Sat & Sun: closed

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 26/06/90

200

Jermyn Street
40

Franco’s Restaurant and Mokaris, 63
Jermyn Street, SW1
7493 3645

Restaurant

1945

Mon-Sat: Midday11pm
Sun: Closed

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original grant: 12.10.1965

100
41

Wilton’s, 55 Jermyn Street, SW1
7495 5570

Bar

42

Wiltons, 55 Jermyn Street, SW1
7629 9955

Restaurant

43

Privé previously [Club 57]
57 Jermyn Street
London
SW1Y 6LX

Opening Date:
1999

1700’s

Mon-Fri 12N-14.30 &
18.00-22.30
Sat-Sun 12.00-22.30
120
Mon to Sun 12.30pm2.30pm; Mon-Fri
6.30pm-10.30pm;
Sun 6.30pm – 10pm
closed Sat
85

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20.2.1996
Supper Hours Certificate granted
20.2.1996
Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20.6.2000
Special Hours Certificate 20.6.2000
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Jermyn Street
44

Tramp, 40 Jermyn Street, SW1
7734 0565

Private Club

1969

Tue-Sat 3pm-3am
300

45

Getti Restaurant
16-17 Jermyn Street, SW1
7734 7334

Restaurant

Nov 2000

Mon-Sat: Midday11pm.
Sun: Midday-10.30pm
130

46

Rowleys, 113 Jermyn Street, SW1
7930 2707

Restaurant

1977

12pm-3.30pm
5.30pm-11.30pm
100
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Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date o of original grant 19.10.1976
Supper Hours Certificate granted
19.10.1976
Special Hours Certificate granted
19.10.1976
Special Hours Certificate granted
06.11.2001
Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 21.10.1994
Supper Hours Certificate granted
20.9.1994
Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of original grant 04.071972
Supper Hours Certificate granted
04.07.1972
Extended Hours Certificate granted
11.01.1977

Comments

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Licence Type: Provisional On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 26.6.1990

VACANT

Jermyn Street
47
48

Jules Bar
82-83 Jermyn Street
London SW1
Aslan [previously Leyton’s Brasserie],
81 Jermyn Street, SW1
7930 2111

Restaurant

320 years ago

Mon-Fri 12pm
– 2.30pm & Mon-Sun
6pm-10.30pm
70

49

Aslan at De Vere Cavendish Hotel (Sub
Rosa Bar) 81 Jermyn Street & crnr of
Duke St James Street, SW1
0870 400 8706

Hotel/Restaurant
& Bar

1960’s refurb

Mon-Sat: Midday-2am
25

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 25.12.1903
Supper Hours Certificate granted
22.12.1981

King Street
50

Davys, Crown Passage Vaults, 20 King
Street, SW1Y
7930 6157

Bar & Restaurant

1870

Mon-Fri: 11am-10pm.
Sat & Sun: Closed

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions

500
51

Golden Lion, 25 King Street, SW1Y
7925 0007

Public House

1893

Mon-Fri: 11am-11pm
60

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper hours Certificate
06/01/2004

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Crown Passage
52

Il Vicolo, 3-4 Crown Passage, SW1
7839 3960

Restaurant

1995

53

Old Red Lion, 23 Crown Passage, SW1
7930 4141

Public House/
Restaurant

300 years old

Restaurant

Early 1990’s

Mon-Fri: 12pm2.30pm & 6.30pm
– 10pm. Sun: Closed
50
Mon-Sat 11am-11pm
&
Sun 12pm-10.30pm

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 25.02.1992
Caters for parties of up to 20
Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant:25/12/1904

Bury Street
54

Matsuri, 16-17 Bury Street, SW1
7839 1101

Mon-sat 12am2.30pm & Mon-Sat
6pm – 10.30 pm.
Closed Sunday
30

55

Quaglino’s, 16 Bury Street, SW1Y
(Conran Restaurant)
7930 6767

Restaurant

1993

Mon to Sun 12am3pm; Mon to Thurs
5.30pm to midnight;
Fri & Sat 5.30pm
– 1am Sun 5.30pm
– 11pm
380
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Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 27.10.1992
Supper Hour Certificate granted
06.04.1993
Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original grant: 19.05.1992
Supper Hours Certificate granted:
02.02.1993
Special Hours Certificate granted
02.02.1993
*Conditions4

See footnote for
licence conditions.

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Pall Mall
56

Army & Navy Club
36 Pall Mall, SW1
7930 9721

Private Club
(Number of Bars)
2 Restaurants
3 Bars

57

Brasserie Roux,
@ Sofitel St James
8 Pall Mall SW1
020 7968 2900

Restaurant

58

Institute of Directors
116 & 123 Pall Mall SW1

Private Club
116 Restaurant and
Bar

59

Atheneum (The)
107 Pall Mall, SW1
7930 4843

Private Club

1963

Mon-Fri: 7.30am12.00pm
Sat-Sun closed for
private functions.
500
Mon-Sat:
6,30am-11,30am
12pm-3pm
& 5,30pm-11,30pm
Sun: 7am-11am
12pm-3pm
5,30pm-10,30pm
SC 50
116 Mon-Fri 8am10pm
123 Mon-Fri 8am8,30pm

1824

60

Travellers’ Club, 106 Pall Mall, SW1
7930 8688

Private Club

1819

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant 17/03/1998

Mon-Sun 7.30am
– 11pm
90

Mon-Sun 7.30am12pm
15

Licence Type: Justices’ On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate:
09/05/1995

Permitted Hours:
On weekdays: 11,30am-3,30pm &
5,30pm- 11pm
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good
Friday: 12,30-2,30pm & 7pm-10pm
But normally the club is closed on
these days
Permitted Hours:
On weekdays: 11,30am-3pm &
5,30pm- 11pm
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good
Friday: closed

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Pall Mall
61

Reform Club, 104-105 Pall Mall, SW1

Private Club

1838

Mon-Sun 7.30am12pm
100

62

The RAC Club
89-91 Pall Mall
London
SW1Y 5HS

Private Club

1911

63

Oxford & Cambridge Club, 71 Pall
Mall, SW1
7930 5151

Private Club

1821 (formed
1972)

Permitted Hours:
Weekdays: 10,30am-3pm & 5,3010,30pm/ supper hours to midnight
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good
Friday, Closed
Licence Type: Justices’ On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 17/04/1962
Supper Hours Certificate granted
17/04/1962

Mon-Sun: 12am
– 11.30pm
100

Permitted Hours:
On weekdays: 11,30am-3,30pm &
5,30pm- 12pm
Sunday, Christmas Day, Good
Friday: 12pm-3pm & 7pm-11,30pm

Duke Street
64

Walkers of St James
32 Duke Street
London
SW1Y 6DF

Public House

65

Green’s Restaurant & Oyster Bar, 3536 Duke Street, SW1
7930 4566

Restaurant

1985

11am-11pm

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 25.12.1904

Mon-Sat: 11.30am3pm; 5.30pm-11pm

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions.
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 1.10.1996
Supper Hour Certificate 01.10.1996

36
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Masons Yard

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Duke Street
66

Chequers Tavern, 16 Duke Street, SW1
7930 4007

Public House

1800’s

Mon-Fri: 11am-11pm.
Sat: 11am-8pm. Sun:
Closed

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 25.121904

30-40

Mason’s Yard
67

Director’s Lodge Club, 12 Masons
Yard, SW1

Private Members
Club

Mon-Sun: 11pm-3am
100

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 06.02.2001
Supper Hours Certificate granted
15.05.1979
Special Hours Certificate:
15/11/1983

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate Granted
26/03/1991
Special Hours Certificate
26/03/1991

Vacant/ Refurb

Ormonds Yard
68

Ormonds, 6 Ormonds Yard SW1

Club

Mon-Sun: 5.30pm3.30am
235

69

Ormond’s, 91 Jermyn Street, SW1
7930 2842

Restaurant

Late 1970’s

Same establishment
as above, Different
entrance

Mon-Sun: Midday3.30pm, 5.30pm3.30am
270

Duke of York Street
70

Red Lion, 2 Duke of York Street, SW1

Public House

1674

71

Al Duca
4-5 Duke of York Street, SW1
7839 3090

Restaurant

Opening Date:
Sept 99

72

Gaslight Club, 4 Duke of York Street

Club

73

Wheelers (of St James’s), 12 Duke of
York Street (Apple Tree Yard), SW1
7930 2460

Restaurant
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Mon to Sat 11pm
close; Sun 10.30pm
140
Mon-Fri 6-11
60
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Mon-Fri 9.00pm2.00am

1952

Mon to Sat 12.15pm
– 2.30pm; Mon to
Sat 6.15pm-10.30pm
closed Sunday
40

Same establishment
as below, Different
entrance

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant 25/12/1904
Licence Type: Justices’ Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Licence Type: Justices’ Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All Descriptions
Special Hours Certificate granted
06/11/2000 then 02/06/04
Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate Granted
14.02.1961

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

St James’s Square
74

East India Club, 16 St James’s Square,
SW1
7930 1000

Private Members
Club

mid-1800’s

Mon-Sun: 8.30am
– 11pm

Permitted Hours:
Mon-Fri 11am-11pm
Sat: 11,30am-3pm
& 5,30pm-11pm
Sunday and Good Friday: 12 noon4pm & 6,30pm-10pm

100

75

Naval & Military Club, 4 St James’s
Square, SW1
7827 5757

Private Club

1999

Mon-Fri: 7am-9.15
Bar: 11am-11.30pm
1500

Licence Type: On Licence with
Conditions*
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 15/09/1998
Supper Hours Certificate granted:
02/02/1999

Babmaes Street
76

Three Crowns, 19 Babmaes Street,
SW1
7839 7875

Public House

Early 1900’s

Mon to Fri: 11am11pm; Sat 11am
– 4pm & Closed Sun

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 03.12.1930

250
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Regent Street
77

Pizza Hut Restaurant, 29-31 Regent
Street

78

Café Mario Restaurant, 9 Regent
Street

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant 04.04.2002

79

Noura Brasserie [opening soon]
[previously Chintamani]
22 Regent Street
Ground Floor and Basement
London SW1

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions Date of
Original Grant 19.12.2002
Extended Hours Order 16.89.2003

80

Deep Pan Pizza Restaurant, 16 Regent
Street

81

Mitsukoshi
16 Regent Street
London
SW1Y 4PH

82

Rex House
12 Regent Street
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Restaurant

Restaurant

Sun-Thurs:11am10pm
Fri-Sat: 11am-11pm

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original grant: 06.071965
Supper Hour Certificate granted
06.07.1965
Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 18.12.1984
Supper Hours Certificate granted
12.11.1985

-LA Fitness
-Il Pomodoro
Restaurant

St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study

Comments
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Norris Street
83

Captains Cabin, 4-7 Norris Street, SW1
7493 1164

Public House

Early 1900’s

Closed for
refurbishment

Mon-Sat: 11am-11pm.
Sun: Midday-10.30pm
(food served until
10pm)
400

Haymarket
84

Pizza Hut, 53-54 Haymarket, SW1
7839 5041

Restaurant

1986

Mon to Weds
11.30am – 11.30pm;
Thurs to Sun 11.30am
– midnight
160

85

Wagamama,
Finland House,
56 Haymarket/
8 Norris Street SW1

Basement
Restaurant

Mon-Sat 12noon11pm
Sun 12.30pm-10pm
PLANNING CONSENT:
the basement is
being converted for
restaurant use, with a
new letting agreed to
Wagamama. DE & J
Levy advised Terrace
Hill and Cluttons
advised the Crown
Estate.

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 15.8.1967
Supper Hours Certificate granted:
15.8.1967
Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 19.04.2001
Special Hours Certificate
20.11.2001
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Haymarket
86

Quod Bar & Restaurant, 57-58
Haymarket
0207 925 1234

Bar/ Restaurant

Mon-Sat: 8,30am-12
midnight
Sun: 8,30am10,30pm

87

Peppermint Park, St Alban’s House,
57-60 Haymarket, SW1
Quods SW1 7925 1234

88

Miso Noodle Bar & Restaurant, 66-68
Haymarket

Restaurant

Mon-Sun: 12pm11pm

89

Spaghetti House Restaurant, 68
Haymarket

Restaurant

Mon-Fri: 12pm-11pm
Sun: 12am-10pm

90

Galileos Restaurant, 71 Haymarket
SW1
020 7839 3939

Restaurant

Mon-Thurs: 12pm11pm
Fri- Sat: 12-11,30pm
Sun: 12-10,30pm

Licence Type: Justices on Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 20.6.1995
Extensions:
Supper Hours Certificate granted
on 2.4.96
Special Hours Certificate granted
2.4.96
Special Hours Certificate granted
2.9.2003

300

Vacant/ Refurb

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 19.12.2000
Supper Hours Certificate: 3.7.2001

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 17.03.1998
Supper Hours Certificate granted:
07.04.1998

SC 120
91

The Sports Café, 80 Haymarket SW1
020 7839 8300
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Mon –Sat 12pm2/3am
Open Sunday

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Haymarket
92

Mint Leaf
Suffolk Place SW1 Haymarket/
Kinnaird House
1 Pall Mall East
020 7930 9020

Restaurant and Bar

Mon-Fri 12-3pm &
5.30pm-12am
Sat: 5.30pm-12am

93

Osia 11 Haymarket SW1
020 7976 1313

Restaurant

Mon-Sat 12-3pm &
5.30pm-10.45pm
Closed Sunday

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 18.2.1997
Supper Hours Certificate granted
on 01.07.1997
Supper Hours Certificate granted
on 04.02.2003
Extended Hours Order granted on
04.02.2003

94

The Blue Lagoon Thai Restaurant
[previously Chamaa Restaurant], 23
Haymarket SW1
7930 7800

Restaurant

Mon-Sat 12pm11,30pm

Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 01.11.1988
Supper Hour Certificate granted on
12.3.1991

95

Angus Steak House, 24 Haymarket

Restaurant

Mon-Thu: 11,30am11pm
Fri & Sat: 11,30am11,30pm
Sun 12pm-11pm

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 05.12.1995
Supper Hour Certificate granted
5.12.1995

SC 140

Licence Type: Justices Restaurant
Licence
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Supper Hours Certificate
08/05/2003
Extended Hours Order 08/05/2003
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Unit ID

Name & Address

Type of
Establishment

Period of
Occupation

Opening Hours and
Seating Capacity

Licence Details

Comments

Haymarket
96

97

Pizza Express, Panton House, 26
Haymarket
020 7930 8044

Restaurant

Tiger Tiger, 26-29 Haymarket, SW1
(Chorion Group 7930 1885)

Bar

11,30am-12am
SC 120
1996/7

Mon to Sat 12N – 3am
& Sun 15.00-12M
1770

98

Aberdeen Steak House, 35 Haymarket

Restaurant

99

Previously Jumpin’ Jaks, 48 Haymarket,
SW1
Odeon Theatre

Late Bar

Mon-Sat: 11,30-12am
Sun: 11,30am11,30pm
1995

Mon-Sat 11pm – 3.00
am
600
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Licence Type: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 16.6.1998
Special Hours Certificate
03.07.2001

Type of Licence: Justices On Licence
with Conditions
Liquor Type: All descriptions
Date of Original Grant: 08.02.1977

Now Royal Bank of
Scotland

HISTORIC ST. JAMES’S
1

Conditions – The Avenue

5.

No gaming

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

6.

The maximum number of persons, including

Conditions

Conditions for Justices’ on Licence with

staff, to be present in the licensed premises

1.

Conditions:

shall not exceed the number specified from

clear of obstacles at all times when premises are

time to time by the proper officer of the London

occupied.

1.

Substantial food and suitable beverages other

Fire and Civil Defence Authority. The number

than intoxicating liquor (including drinking

currently specified is 330 persons.

water) shall be available during the whole of

7.

the permitted hours in all parts of the premises

No application shall be made for the grant of an
occasional license.

2

Conditions – Just Oriental/Just St. James

1.
Conditions for Supper Hours Certificate

(including drinking water) shall be available

premises as shown in green lines on the plan

For the areas hatched black on the deposited plan.

during the whole of the permitted hours in

provided in enclosure 3 of the applicants’ file

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with Conditions

all parts of the premises where intoxicants are

area not less than one half of the entire drinking

4.

Substantial food and non-intoxicating beverages

In the designated area to the rear of the

submitted to the Crown Court, extending to an

3.

Gill French, Andrew Pengel and Vannessa
Bisschop to do BII within 3 months

where intoxicating liquor is sold or supplied.
2.

2.

Means of escape to be maintained and kept

provided.
1.

To comply with the reasonable requirements of

2.

On any evening where the premises or part

area of the premises or the designated area as

the Environment Health Division of Westminster

of the premises are open for the purpose of

shown, whichever is the lesser area, intoxicating

City Council ( especially in terms of compliance

music, dance or entertainment and a Section

liquor shall not be sold or supplied otherwise

in full with Code of Practice Food-1) and any

77 Special Hours Certificate is in operation,

than to persons taking table meals there and

future requirements to prevent noise nuisance

intoxicating liquor shall not be sold or supplied

for consumption by such persons as ancillary to

should a public Entertainment Licence or other

to person admitted to the premises after

their meals.

extension of hours be sought.

11.00pm other than to: a) persons who have

There shall be no payment made by or on

2.

No off sales

paid a minimum admission fee of at least

behalf of the licences to any person for bringing

3.

There shall be no slae or supply of draught beer

£5.00 Monday to Thursday and £7.00 Friday to

customers to the premises.

Saturday for music, dancing and entertainment

No striptease, no nudity and all the persons on

(not to be credited against consumables): OR

the premises to be suitably attired.
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b)

c)
d)

e)

3.
4.

Any person attending a private function at

There shall be no gaming on the premises

4.

No draught beer.

the premises, details of the type of function,

other than by machines authorised by Part III

5.

To comply with reasonable requirements of

host and list of persons attending having been

(Section 34) of the Gaming Act 1968, or by the

provided to police at least 24 hours previously;

Licensing Justices in accordance with Section 6

or

of the Gaming Act 1968.

3

The maximum number of persons, including

Endorsements for Justices’ on Licence with

or

staff, to be present in the licensed premises

Conditions: Licensed Premises

Bona Fide guests of the proprietor, (not

on each floor shall not exceed the number

Such parts of the sub-basement, basement, ground

exceeding 10% of the total capacity for

specified from time to time by the proper officer

floor, Plaza Level and first floor as are shown more

the premises as specified in the Public

of the LFCDA ‘The numbers currently specified

particularly coloured and edged in red on the

Entertainment Licence for the premises), a list of

are: Mezzanine 55 persons, Ground: 220

deposited plan.

whom shall be kept at reception for inspection

persons and Basement for toilet and staff use

by appropriate authorities; or

only, while main staircase not available.

Artistes and persons employed on the premises:

7.

WCC EHO and LFCDA.
Conditions - Shumi

Conditions for Justices’ on Licence with
Conditions:

Persons taking a full table meal, a list of whom
are held at reception, for inspection by any

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

relevant statutory authorities.

Conditions

than intoxicating liquor (including drinking

No striptease, no nudity and all persons to be

1.

No Off Sales.

water) shall be available during the whole of

decently attired at all times.

2.

No Occasional Licence to be applied for under

the permitted hours in all parts of the premises

the authority of this Licence.

where intoxicating liquor is sold or supplied.

A close circuit television system to be installed,
maintained and operated correctly as specified

5.

6.

3.

On any evening where the premises or part

1.

2.

Substantial food and suitable beverages other

Intoxicating liquor will only be supplied on the

by a Metropolitan Police Crime Prevention

of the premises are open for the purpose of

first floor restaurant area as an ancillary to a

Officer. The tapes from the system to be

music, dance or entertainment and a Section 77

table meal.

retained for a period of 28 days.

Special Hours Certificate is in force after 11pm,

No payment shall be made by or on behalf

at least one person who has authority conferred

of the licensees to any person for bringing

by or the same as the Justices’ Licence to be

customers into the premises.

present on the premises whilst intoxicating
liquor is supplied, sold or consumed.
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3.

The maximum number of persons, including

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

staff, to be present in the licensed premises

Conditions:

Conditions:

shall not exceed the number specified from
time to time by the proper officer of the London

4.

The Licensee shall undertake no procure that

Fire and Civil Defence Authority. The number

any assignee of the lease shall enter into an

currently specified is 101 on the first floor.

undertaking to maintain the foul drainage

A foul drainage system from the basement

system pursuant to Condition 4.

kitchen shall be maintained to reasonable

5.

1.

4

Conditions - Quaglinos

No off sales save to the area shown edged red

Endorsements for Justices’ on License with

standards required by the Environmental Health

on the deposited plans with the Clerk to the

Conditions: Licensed Premises

Authority from time to time.

Licensing Justices

Such parts of the basement, mezzanine and ground

In the area edged red intoxicating liquor to be

floor as are shown more particularly coloured and

served by waiter or waitress only.

edged in red on the deposited plan.

A closed circuit television shall be installed,

2.

To join two further licencees within three months.

3.

maintained and operated correctly as specified
by the Metropolitan Police Crime Prevention

4.

All tables and chairs to be removed by 11.00pm

officer.

Conditions for Justices’ on Licence with
Undertakings for structural alterations:

Conditions:

Conditions for supper hours certificate:

No external advertisement of the licensed facilities.
1.

1. 1.12.98

Ground Floor

2. 6.7.99

Cigar Room

Conditions for Structural Alterations:

LFEPA

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

To comply with reasonable requirements of the

Conditions:

WCC EHO.

The off sales counter will be a substantial permanent

3.

To escort customer through kitchen.

item

4.

To comply with reasonable requirements of the

2.

Plans May 2003 161- 165 Rev A
Defeasance 6 months
Defeasance until 06.01.04

To comply with reasonable requirements of the

5.

WCC

Undertakings for Justices’ on Licence with

To comply with reasonable requirements of the

Conditions:

LFEPA

D Winter to attend bit within 3 months

Plan reference 161 revision c May 2003
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APPENDIX 2 – CHANGES TO A3 USE IN ST. JAMES’S
Introduction
This Appendix demonstrates the changes which

•

St. James’s planning enforcement complaints
for A3/D2 type uses 1991-2002 (Table A2.3)

•

St. James’s planning enforcement complaints
for A3/D2 type uses 1991-2002 (Figure A2.3)

•

Goad maps showing land use change in St.
James’s 1996 (Figure A2.4) and 2002 (Figure
A2.5), highlighting 2005 food and drink
locations.

have taken place in A3 uses in the St. James’s area
since 1990. It is largely based on material which
has been provided by Westminster City Council and
comes from their Land Use Survey and Decisions
Analysis System. The Consultants are grateful for the
assistance provided by the City Council in making
this information available. The WCC information is
supplemented by Goad Maps showing changes in the
area between 1996 and 2002. The material within
this Appendix is as follows:
•

Existing A3 entertainment uses in the St.
James’s study area (Table A2.1)

•

Approved and refused A3 gain applications in
the St. James’s study area 1991-2003 (Table
A2.2)

•

St. James’s study area; gain in A3 floorspace
1991-2003 (Figure A2.1)

•

Existing A3 uses from 1990 land use survey
with all A3 permissions 1991-2003 (Figure
A2.2)
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Table A2.1 indicates that within the defined St.

of A3 uses granted consent since 1990 is greater

and the number of approvals fell. (It is possible that

James’s study area there were 99 A3 uses in 1990.

outside the Stress Area than inside it.

this changes reflects the introduction of the A3
interim policies in 2000.) The date also makes it clear

However of these, 53 are within the area which is
now defined as part of the West End Stress Area and

Table A2.2 also shows the gain in A3 floorspace

that the gain in floorspace is not necessarily directly

a further 16 are within the area between the Stress

associated with the planning approvals. Of the 12

related to the number of applications as a few large

Area and the historic core of St. James’s (see Figure

approvals 3 are less than 150m (small according

applications can have a significant impact on the

1.1 for boundaries). Consequently only 30 out of the

to the classification in the replacement UDP); 3 are

overall picture. Figure A2.2 shows in plan form the

99 (30.3%) A3 uses in the study area in 1990 were

medium (150-500m ) and 6 are large (greater than

location of A3 permissions granted between 1999

within the core area of St. James’s.

500m ).

and 2003 together with locations where there has

In terms of the previous use, in 2 cases the change

been a loss of A3.

2

2

2

Table A2.2 shows the approved and refused A3

was from A1, in 2 cases the change was from A2 and

applications 1991-2003. There are 48 recorded

in 4 cases the change was from B1. In 4 other cases

A3 approvals of which 9 need to be treated as

the change was from a combination of uses (A1 and

duplicates or approvals of detail leaving 39 cases for

B1), A2 and B1, and A1 and sui generis).

consideration. Of these 20 (51.2%) were in the Stress
Area, 7 (17.9%) in the area between the Stress Area

Table A2.2 also records the A3 applications in the

and the historic core of St. James’s and 12 (30.7%)

study area which were refused between 1991 and

in the historic core. This shows that the proportion of

2003. Of the 7 refusals only 1 was within the core

new A3 uses allowed in the core area of St. James’s

area of St. James’s while 2 others were between the

(30.7%) is slightly higher than the proportion of A3

historic core and the Stress Area.

uses when compared with the study area as a whole
in 1990 (30.3%). However when the core area of St.

Figure A2.1 shows the material from Tables A2.1

James’s and that part of the study area outside the

and A2.2 in graphic form. It demonstrates the

Stress Area are compared with the study area as a

great variation in the number of applications in the

whole the proportion is 48.7% compared to 46.5%

study area which varied between a total of 12 (10

in 1990. This demonstrates that in numerical terms

approvals and 2 refusals) in 1996 and 0 in 2003. In

within the study area as a whole the proportion

overall terms the picture changes quite dramatically
after 1999 when the number of applications in total
St James’s A3 Food and Drink Study
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Enforcement Complaints 1991-2002
Table A2.3 shows planning enforcement complaints
in the study area 1991-2002 and indicates that there
were 13 complaints related to entertainment uses. Of
these only 4 were related to A3 uses within the core
area of St. James’s as shown on Figure A2.3.
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Goad Maps
Finally, Figures A2.4 and A2.5 are Goad Maps
showing ground floor land uses in the ST. James’s
area in 1996 and 2002 respectively. While not
comprehensive in terms of providing details of the
north east corner of St. James’s Square, they do
provide a snapshot of activity which is helpful and
should be kept up to date to show change over time.
Red squares on the 2002 plan highlight food
and drink locations in 2005, updating the City of
Westminster 1991-2003 A3 previous permissions
plan (page 32).
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APPENDIX 4 - SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

City of Westminster: Replacement Unitary
Development Plan (December 2004).

DTLR: Planning Policy Guidance Note 1: (PPG1)
General Policy and Principles (1997)

City of Westminster: Unitary Development
Plan, Adopted 1997

City of Westminster: Conservation Area Audit:
St James's (17) (2002)

DTLR: Planning Policy Guidance Note 6 (PPG6)
Town Centres and Retail Development (1996)

City of Westminster: Replacement Unitary
Development Plan: Second Deposit (October 2001)

City of Westminster: Leicester Square Action
Plan; (February 2002)

DTLR: Planning Policy Guidance Note 21:
(PPG21) Tourism (1992)

City of Westminster: Replacement Unitary
Development Plan: Pre-Inquiry UDP (August
2002)

City of Westminster: Licensing Policies for Public
Entertainment and Night Café Premises (2002)

DTLR: Planning Policy Guidance Note 24:
(PPG24) Planning and Noise (1994)

City of Westminster: Draft Statement of
Licensing Policy under the Licensing Act 2003
- Consultation (September 2001)

Edaw, West End Public Spaces Study, October
2001

WCC Unitary Development Plan - Local Plan
Inquiry October 2002


Entertainments Topic Proof of Evidence:
Summary (WCC/PT/TP05/ENTS/S)



Entertainments Topic Proof of Evidence: Part 1:
Context/Studies (WCC/PT/TP05/ENTS/1)



Entertainments Topic Proof of Evidence: Part 2:
Setting the Scene: Growth, Trends and Impacts
(WCC/PT/TP05/ENTS/2)





Entertainments Topic Proof of Evidence: Part 3:
Westminster's Policy Approach (WCC/PT/TP05/
ENTS/3)
Entertainments Topic Proof of Evidence:
Appendices Parts 1-3 (WCC/PT/TP05/ENTS
/A1-3)

City of Westminster: Supplementary Planning
Guidance, Central Activities Zone: Area Profiles
(December 2001)

Greater London Authority: London Plan;
February 2004

City of Westminster: A Guide to Planning
Enforcement in Westminster (October 2002)

Inspector’s Report into Objections to the
Westminster Unitary Development Plan Review
(UDP Part II) Chapter 8: Tourism, Arts, Culture
and Entertainment (January 2004)

Civic Design Partnership: Conserving Historic
St James’s - a Fragile Treasure (1999)

London Residential Research: St James’s A3
Study (2002)

DCMS: Time for Reform: Proposals for the
Modernisation of Our Licensing Hours. White
Paper April 2000

ODPM: Draft Planning Policy Statement 6:
(Draft PSS6) Planning for Town Centres (2003)

DoE: Circular 11/95: The Use of Conditions in
Planning Permission (1995)

Town Centres Ltd: West End Entertainment
Impact Study; October 2001
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APPENDIX 5 -GLOSSARY
A1 Use Class
Shops and other retail uses where the service is to
visiting members of the public, including sandwich
bars, as described in the Use Classes Order.
A2 Use Class
Financial or professional services open to visiting

B1 Use Class
Business uses such as offices, research and

Central London Activities

development and industrial uses that can be carried

Central activities appropriate to the Central

out in a residential area without detriment to the

Activities Zone.

amenity of that area by reason of noise, vibration,
smell, fumes, smoke, etc. as described in the Use

Change of Use

Classes Order.

Planning permission is required for a change of use
unless it falls within the same class (for example,

C1 Use Class

from a bookshop to a cold food take-away) or it is

Hotels and boarding houses where no significant

members of the public, as described in the Use

allowed by the GPDO (for example, from a restaurant

element of care is provided, as described in the Use

Classes Order.

to a bookshop).

Classes Order. It does not include hostels.
Circulars

A3 Use Class

C2 Use Class

Food and drink uses such as restaurants, pubs, bars

Government publications explaining procedural

Residential institutions such as nursing homes and

and takeaways, as described in the Use Classes Order.

matters and legislation.

other accommodation where a significant element
of care is provided for the occupants, residential

Appeal

Conditions

schools, colleges and training centres and hospitals,

An appeal may be made to the Secretary of State

Planning permissions may be granted subject to

as described in the Use Classes Order.

against the refusal or non-determination of a

conditions, which must be ‘precise, necessary,

C3 Use Class

planning application. Appeals are dealt with by

reasonable and relevant to planning’. If they are not,

A ‘dwellinghouse’ (including a flat) where no more

written representations, informal hearing or public

they can be appealed within three months.

than six people live together as a single household,

inquiry. The parties can suggest their preferred

as described in the Use Classes Order.

Conservation Area

mode but the Planning Inspectorate makes the final
decision.

The retention, repair, reinstatement, enhancement,
Central Activities Zone (CAZ)

adaptation, sensitive development, appropriate reuse

Area where the City Council envisages the

and evolution of historic buildings and areas. The

maintenance or growth of Central London Activities.

careful change management of historic assets.
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Conservation Area Audits

Entertainment Use

Planning Permission

The third stage of the appraisal programme. The

Use within Class A3 or Class D2, (or a combination

Permission to carry out development issued by a local

Audit provides the detailed assessment of the

of both) of the Use Classes Order 1987. Does not

planning authority. Planning permission for buildings

character and appearance of an area, the analysis

include sports halls, swimming baths, gymnasiums,

may be outline, where the principle is approved

and appraisal of key features and the adoption of

skating rinks, other indoor and outdoor sports or

subject to the submission of further applications for

local policies designed to preserve and/or enhance

recreation areas, concert halls and cinemas.

the submission of further applications for approval

these features. Such features include unlisted

of reserved matters. Planning permission is normally

buildings of interest; spaces and townscape;

Local Plan

issued subject to conditions and will lapse if the

materials; uses; buildings where roof extensions are

Development plan produced by a local council for its

development is not started within a stated period of

inappropriate; important local views; etc.

area. Westminster’s local plan is the UDP.

time.

D1 Use Class

Local Plan Inquiry

Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG)

Non-residential institutions including libraries,

Public inquiry held to consider objections to

Government policy notes which are periodically

crèches, schools, day nurseries, museums, religious

local plan. An inspector produces a report to be

updated and contain advice on a wide variety of

institutions, as described by the Use Classes Order.

considered by the local planning authority before

planning issues.

D2 Use Class

adopting the plan.

Public Inquiry

Assembly and leisure uses such as cinemas,

London Plan

An inquiry held by a planning inspector into

nightclubs, casinos, swimming baths and sports halls,

The name that the Mayor has given to his Spatial

the refusal or non-determination of a planning

as described in the Use Classes Order.

Development Strategy (SDS).

application. The planning inspector may have the
power to make the decision.

Enforcement Action

Planning Inspector

Local planning authorities have extensive powers to

An inspector appointed by the Secretary of State to

Stress Areas

enforce planning controls. Failure to comply with

conduct a public inquiry.

Those areas which have become ‘saturated’ with A3

enforcement action can lead to criminal sanctions.

entertainment uses to the extent that their character
is being eroded by entertainment uses. Three stress
areas that have been identified as West End, Edgware
Road and Queensway/Bayswater.
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Sui Generis

Unitary Development Plan (UDP)

A use which is ‘of its own kind’ and does not fall

Development plan produced by a unitary authority

within a Use Class, defined in the Use Classes

for its area. Westminster is such an example.

Order, e.g. hostels, theatres, car showrooms and
“mixed uses”.

Vertical Drinking
Consumption of alcohol while standing inside or

Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)

outside premises.

Formally adopted policy statements that either
elaborate key policies set out in the UDP or set
out how policies apply to a particular site. They
are prepared to cover thematic developments (e.g.
shopfronts; roof extensions; listed buildings) or
to deal with area based issues (conservation area
directories and audits and planning briefs). In certain
circumstances the SPG forms the City Council’s
key policy statement e.g. internal works to listed
buildings.
TACE
Tourism, Arts, Culture and Entertainment
Terminal Hours
Use Classes Order (UCO) (1987)
See Town and Country Planning (Use Classes)
Order 1987
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